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Despite decades of offshoring, Seattle has many assets that could support a vibrant sewn
goods economy: a long history of manufacturing, a reputation for rugged outdoor
apparel, major anchor brands, a large job pool, and an educated, socially minded
consumer base. This report identifies best practices for creating a vibrant sewn goods
industry that Seattle can implement.

Project Description
In 2015, the Seattle Good Business Network (SGBN) received a grant from the Duwamish
River Opportunity Fund (DROF) that included support to map the current sewn goods
landscape in Seattle and identify inspiring models from other cities. This report aims to
answering the following questions:
➔ What are exemplary or successful models of sewn goods industries in other cities?
What makes them exemplary/successful?
➔ Is there potential to develop an economically and environmentally sustainable garment
industry in the Duwamish region of Seattle?

Methodology
Our research combines a case study analysis of five U.S. cities, including Seattle, as well
as qualitative data from a large workshop of local industry stakeholders. In this report
we:
➔ Review existing primary and secondary literature on the sewn goods industry,
cluster based economies, manufacturing reshoring, and consumer demands;
➔ Evaluate the assets and challenges of the sewn good industries in New York City,
Los Angeles, Detroit, Portland, and Seattle;
➔ Synthesize feedback from workshop participants and identify major themes;
➔ Describe the key elements for success based on conclusions from the case studies
and workshop;
➔ Recommend next steps for SGBN, including partnership opportunities and
financial resources.

Workshop Findings
Stakeholders reported industry secrecy, aging equipment and infrastructure, a lack of
skilled labor, and high business costs as the main barriers to manufacturing sewn goods
in Seattle. However, this group is enthusiastic about developing a thriving sewn goods
economy. Of the many ideas proposed at the workshop, the most popular suggestions
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were partnerships with local government agencies, an online directory of businesses and
services, a professional association, a dedicated or shared workspace, a recycled
materials library, group wholesale ordering, and a comprehensive training program for
sewers, including language education.

Case Study Analysis
We evaluated each of the case study cities on the following industry elements and ranked
them on their influence in creating a successful sewn goods industry.
Industry Element

NYC

LA

Anchor Institutions

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Niche Market Promotion

✔

✔

✔

✔

✓

✔

✔

✓

✓

✓

I
ndustrial Space Price &

✖

✔

✔

✔

✔

Supply Chain Infrastructure

✔

✔

✔

✖

✓

Garment Districts

✔

✔

✓

✖

✖

Incubator

✔

✓

✔

✓

✖

Labor & Training

✔

✔

✓

✓

✓

Educational Partnerships

✔

✖

✔

✔

✓

Public Financial Support

✔

✓

✔

✓

✓

Private Financial Support

✔

✔

✔

✓

✓

Ranking &
Location Quotient
Availability

Detroit Portland

Seattle

Recommendations
1. Seek commitment and involvement from 
City leadership
to support the sewn
goods industry.
2. Collaborate on a 
marketable brand or niche
for Seattle manufacturing.
3. Foster 
connections and open communication
within the sewn goods industry.
4. Create a 
shared production space
and resource hub for entrepreneurs.
5. Assist businesses in identifying available 
funding opportunities
and access to
capital.
6. Identify 
gap financing
and a viable model for small production runs.
7. Develop 
partnerships with local colleges and nonprofit organizations
to
create an Industrial Sewing Certificate program.
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Project Description
In 2014, the City of Seattle set aside funds to improve the quality of life of Duwamish
River communities. In 2015, the Seattle Good Business Network (SGBN) received an
award from the first round of Duwamish River Opportunity Fund (DROF) grants to
investigate the potential to develop an economically and environmentally sustainable
sewn goods industry in the Duwamish region. SGBN’s previous investigation into the
sewn goods economy has revealed a local industry that is limited by a lack of skilled
labor, outdated machinery, and a lack of
transparency along the production cycle. Despite
these limitations, there is evidence of apparel
manufacturing re-shoring across the United
States.
Founded in 2010, SGBN “is a network of
residents, local businesses, and non-profit and
municipal organizations dedicated to building a
vibrant and sustainable local economy based on
shared environmental and community values.”
Their mission is to connect and inspire people to
buy, produce, and invest locally, so that everyone
has a meaningful stake in the local economy. The
organization’s core programming—Dine Around
Seattle, a biannual event which features local,
independent restaurants and highlights local
sourcing; Seattle Made which supports urban
manufacturers and producers; and Community
Capital: Seattle, an online resource for small
businesses and entrepreneurs looking for
alternative sources of local capital—has engaged
several hundred local businesses and thousands
of residents in deepening local economy
connections. SGBN has partnered with a variety of prominent local businesses and
organizations, including the City of Seattle Office of Economic Development, to bring this
programming to the community.
There is growing interest and awareness of locally made goods, including apparel, in
Seattle. Seattle Made, a SGBN initiative that supports urban manufacturing, brings
attention to producers in the city. Seattle is also home to several major apparel
companies such as REI, Nordstrom, Filson, Kavu, and Eddie Bauer, as well as smaller
7

independent labels. Of these companies, most produce their sewn goods in other parts
of the country and world, only to ship them back to Seattle for retail. SGBN hopes that by
improving infrastructure, strengthening the training-to-employment pipeline, and
connecting local manufacturers to existing resources, Seattle can become a hub for
innovative and sustainable garment production.
SGBN has partnered with a local
nonprofit organization, Muses, to
work on this sewn goods
revitalization project. Muses
currently trains low-income
immigrants and refugees in
apparel production. DROF
provided funding to : 1) increase
training capacity for Muses; 2)
create a job placement pipeline
for Muses graduates with Seattle
manufacturers; and 3) map the
current sewn goods landscape in
Seattle and identify inspiring
models from other cities. The
latter component, in the form of this report, can be shared by SGBN with local industry
stakeholders – ranging from designers and manufacturers to retailers – and local
government offices to identify opportunities for investment in this sector.

Sewn Goods: Why Now?
Over the last two decades, Seattle has witnessed attempts to reshore sewn goods
production and redevelop the industry, including the launch of several incubator-style
sewing studios. However, these projects did not garner enough support from funders
and lacked a clear, well-defined market to sustain enough sales for survival. The sewn
goods community in Seattle also remains opaque and impenetrable to those outside the
industry, which presents an additional challenge to expansion.
Despite these challenges, Seattle has many strengths to support a vibrant sewn goods
economy. First, Seattle’s history of manufacturing, dating back to the Klondike Gold Rush
in the 1890’s, has created a reputation for rugged outdoor apparel, supported by brands
like REI, Outdoor Research, and Eddie Bauer. Although most of Seattle’s sewn goods
production was offshored to Asia in the late 20th century, there is growing evidence of
reshoring here and throughout the United States (see Chapter 2). Seattle is also home to
a potential workforce of industrial sewers that lacks a pipeline between training and
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employment. Finally, Seattle’s liberal, environmentally conscious culture could likely
support demand for ethical, sustainable, and locally made goods.

Duwamish River Region: Why Here?
The DROF grant supporting this research aims to foster economic development in the
Duwamish region of Seattle. The Duwamish River, which extends 12 miles south from
downtown Seattle, has been a vital part of the landscape since long before the
development of industry and commerce in
Seattle. Today, there are many geographic
definitions of what constitutes the
Duwamish region. The Duwamish
manufacturing/industrial center (MIC), as
designated by the City of Seattle, covers
5,000 acres. It is bordered by South
Jackson Street to the north, I-5 to the east,
Boeing Access Road (Seattle city limits) to
the south, and West Marginal Way
(roughly the border of West Seattle) to the
1
west. Other city departments have
categorized the Greater Duwamish as the
neighborhoods of Georgetown, North
Beacon Hill, SODO, South Beacon Hill, and
South Park.
Industrial production over the course of
the 20th century led to severe pollution of
the river and surrounding farmland,
resulting in the 2001 designation of the
Duwamish River as an Environmental
2
Protection Agency (EPA) Superfund cleanup site. Following channelization in the early
1900s, several industries took root, including shipyards, cement and wood product
manufacturing, food processing, aviation, and storage, all of which heavily polluted the
area. The 
2013 EPA Environmental Justice Analysis for the Lower Duwamish Waterway
Cleanup
noted a high concentration of “hazardous waste facilities and other pollution
point sources” in the Duwamish region, specifically in neighborhoods with large minority

Puget Sound Regional Council, “Duwamish MIC,” 
2013 Regional Centers Monitoring Report 
(2013): 119-122, accessed
February 16, 2016, http://www.psrc.org/assets/270/mic-profile-Seattle-Duwamish.pdf.
2
“Duwamish River Opportunity Fund,” Seattle DON, accessed February 16, 2016,
http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/programs-and-services/duwamish-river-opportunity-fund#sthash.jRnA7uQo.RF5U
k1We.dpbs.
1
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and low-income populations. Residents of this area are exposed to multiple health
hazards from contaminated air, soil, water, and seafood.

The Duwamish region is both culturally and economically diverse. In fact, the Rainier
Valley neighborhood in Southeast Seattle was designated the most diverse neighborhood
4
in the country by the US Census Bureau in 2010. Results from a 2010 demographic
EPA, 
Environmental Justice Analysis for the Lower Duwamish Waterway Cleanup (Draft)
(February 2013), accessed February
16, 2016, http://www3.epa.gov/region10/pdf/sites/ldw/pp/ej_analysis_ldw_feb_2013.pdf.
4
Curbed Staff, “Rainier Valley: One Of America’s Most Diverse Neighborhoods,” 
Curbed Seattle
, June 10, 2013, accessed
February 16, 2016,
http://seattle.curbed.com/archives/2013/06/rainier-valley-one-of-americas-most-diverse-neighborhoods.php.
3
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survey by the City of Seattle reveal that 76 percent of residents in the Greater Duwamish
region identify as non-white. Specifically, 16.9 percent of residents identified as black or
5
African American, 41.7 percent as Asian, and 12.1 percent as Hispanic or Latino. Figure 1,
from the Final Growth and Equity Analysis for the Seattle 2035 comprehensive plan,
illustrates the most vulnerable areas in Seattle. This index combines 28 indicators
including race, linguistic isolation, educational attainment, income, and development
capacity.6 High vulnerability is concentrated in South Seattle, particularly east of the
Duwamish River, and many economic development projects are now focusing here.
Greater Duwamish is home to a large immigrant population, many of whom come to the
United States with prior sewing knowledge. Although it is difficult to quantify the exact
size of the immigrant population in this region, the neighborhoods bordering the
7
Duwamish range from 19.4 to 65.7 percent non-English speaking at home. Households
considered “linguistically isolated” –
in which no one aged 14 or older
speaks English “very well” – are
concentrated in the University
District and the neighborhoods east
of the Duwamish River.8 The most
common languages spoken outside
of English are Spanish, Chinese, and
Vietnamese.9 As of 2012,
immigrants comprise 15 percent of
Seattle’s population, a 285 percent
increase since 1990.10 Figure 2
shows the region of origin for
Seattle’s immigrant population.11
For a more detailed list by country
of origin, see Appendix A.

Seattle DPD, “Basic Population and Housing Unit Characteristics, Decennial Census,” August 2011, accessed February 16,
2016,
http://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/Neighborhoods/Districts/Duwamish/greater-duwamish-demographics.p
df.
6
Seattle OPCD, 
Seattle 2035 Growth and Equity: Analyzing Impacts on Displacement and Opportunity Related to Seattle’s
Growth Strategy
(May 2016): 13, accessed May 16, 2016,
http://2035.seattle.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Final-Growth-and-Equity-Analysis.pdf.
7
Seattle DPD, “City of Seattle, Percentage of the Population Speaking a Language Other Than English at Home by Census
Tract, 2006-2010,” May 2, 2012, accessed February 16, 2016,
http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/cs/groups/pan/@pan/documents/web_informational/dpdd016864.pdf.
8
Seattle OPCD, 
Seattle 2035 Growth and Equity
, 13
9
National Immigration Forum, “Seattle: An Immigration Snapshot,” accessed May 20, 2016,
http://immigrationforum.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Immigration-2020-Seattle.pdf.
10
Ibid.
11
United States Census Bureau, “Place of Birth for the Foreign-Born Population in the United States,” 2014, accessed May
20, 2016, http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml.
5
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Report Focus
This report maps the sewn goods landscape in Seattle and reviews existing
high-functioning or growing apparel and sewn goods industries in four other American
cities:
1. New York City, New York
2. Los Angeles, California
3. Detroit, Michigan
4. Portland, Oregon
These cities were chosen based on the expertise and knowledge of our clients, who
hypothesized that these cases would provide an interesting comparison to Seattle. Our
research focuses on cities that are either major sewn goods hubs (New York City and Los
Angeles) or have smaller local industries (Detroit and Portland). Within these cases, we
examine a range of factors including history, infrastructure, labor, and training.
Additionally, we assess the public and private resources and policies that contribute to
the success of the sewn goods sectors in these locations.
Using the results from a workshop of industry stakeholders, we then compare these
conditions to Seattle’s current sewn goods landscape and evaluate resources,
opportunities, and barriers to establishing a thriving sewn goods industry in the Seattle
region.
At the end of our report, we identify areas for further research and provide potential
strategies for enhancing the sewn goods economy in Seattle.
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The textile and sewn goods industry is a complex and structurally diverse industry
characterized by a global value chain made up of both large multi-national corporations
and small businesses catering to niche markets. The term “sewn good” refers to any item
made using a sewing machine, which ranges from luggage to apparel.
This chapter will explore the structure of the textile and sewn goods industry, provide
historical background, discuss the current economic and labor impacts of the industry in
the United States, and explore recent industry trends.
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Structure of the Textile and Sewn Goods Industry
Below is a simplified outline of the various segments of the textile and sewn goods value
chain. It should be noted that some companies may only engage in part of one industrial
component, while other larger corporations take on multiple activities and segments
through vertically integrated business models. Vertical integration allows for
coordination among the different supply-chain and production segments, in addition to
greater quality control throughout the process.

Supply Chain Segments

The
Textile Industry 
is comprised of the following main activities:

1. The treatment, preparation, and production of raw materials used in textiles, such
as natural and manmade fibers
2. The production of knitted and woven fabrics
3. Fabric finishing, i.e. dyeing, printing, coating

Once textiles are created, they proceed to one of the following industries: consumer
goods (e.g. apparel, footwear, outdoor gear, home textiles), institutional products, or
industrial applications.
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The
Sewn Goods Industry
turns the textiles or fabrics into finished products which

includes market research, design, technical product development, materials sourcing,
cutting, sewing, finishing, and shipping. The term 
s
ewn goods
refers to all items made
with a sewing machine.

The 
Retail Industry 
handles all activities related to the distribution of goods to the
consumer, including branding and marketing.

The sewn goods industry can be thought of as a “buyer-driven” global value chain, which
means that profits largely come from the research, design, marketing, sales, and financial
services that allow the retail industry to act as brokers between the manufacturing
12

sectors and their main consumer markets. This differs from producer-driven chains
where technological advances, capacity, and capability drive profits. This means that
retailers have considerable influence and control over the manufacturing sector of the
industry.

13

Background on the Sewn Goods Industry in the US
The textile and sewn goods industry is one of the oldest manufacturing industries in the
United States and has played an important role in the nation’s economy for over 200
years. However, over the last two decades the manufacturing sector of the industry has
experienced a drastic decline, which is largely attributed to the globalization of the
marketplace and the loss of US trade protection.
Prior to the creation of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1995, the US restricted
imports of textiles and clothing. Shortly thereafter, the WTO created the Agreement on
Textiles and Clothing (ATC) which set provisions to integrate the textiles and sewn goods
sectors into the multilateral trading system, thus phasing out import quotas and shifting
production and manufacturing from factories in the US to countries with lower wages,
production costs, and fewer environmental regulations.

14 ,15 

This changed the landscape

Katrina Fernandez-Stark, Stacey Frederick, and Gary Gereffi, 
The Apparel Global Value Chain
(November 2011), Duke
Center on Globalization, Governance, and Competitiveness, accessed March 5, 2016,
http://www.cggc.duke.edu/pdfs/2011-11-11_CGGC_Apparel-Global-Value-Chain.pdf.
13
Ibid.
14
“Statistics: Textiles and Clothing,” WTO, 2005, accessed March 5, 2016,
https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/minist_e/min05_e/brief_e/brief23_e.htm.
15
“US Textile and Apparel Industries and Rural America,” USDA, last updated January 20, 2016, accessed March 5, 2016,
http://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/crops/cotton-wool/background/us-textile-and-apparel-industries-and-rural-america.aspx.
12
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of the textile and sewn goods industry worldwide. Employment in the United States
apparel manufacturing industry declined by over 80 percent between 1990 and 2011,
16

dropping from approximately 900,000 to 150,000 jobs, as shown in 
Figure 3
below. The
removal of the trade barriers, in conjunction with an already declining workforce and
increased global competition, was a final blow to an already weakened industry.

Current State of the Industry
While apparel manufacturing has largely shifted offshore, as with many other
manufacturing industries in the United States, industry jobs stateside are now primarily
in what is considered to be the “high-value” sections of the global supply chain, which
17

includes research and development, design, marketing, and retail. This section will
discuss the economic and labor impacts of the apparel industry in the United States.

“Fashion: Spotlight on Statistics,” BLS, June 2012, accessed March 5, 2016, http://www.bls.gov/spotlight/2012/fashion/.
Joint Economic Committee Democratic Staff, “The Economic Impact of the Fashion Industry,” February 6, 2015, accessed
March 8, 2016,
https://maloney.house.gov/sites/maloney.house.gov/files/documents/The%20Economic%20Impact%20of%20the%20Fash
ion%20Industry%20--%20JEC%20report%20FINAL.pdf.
16
17
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Economic Impact
According to “
The New Economy of Fashion
”, a report by the United States Congress Joint
Economic Committee, the fashion industry is a multi-trillion dollar global industry, with
18

US consumers spending over $370 billion on apparel and footwear each year. In 2014,
the average US household spent $1,786 on apparel and related services19 , an 11 percent
20

increase from the 2013 average of $1,604. This was one of the largest consumer
expenditure increases in 2013-2014, showing an upward trend in apparel spending
versus other consumer spending categories.
The fashion industry also contributes to the creative economy, with over 200 schools
21

nationwide offering fashion-related programs. In addition to preparing students for
careers in the fashion industry, many of these schools also positively contribute to their
local economies, attracting visitors and spending.

Cluster Based Economy
The apparel industry can be classified as a “cluster-based” economy, which means that
industry activity often groups into hubs in a given geographic area. For example, Silicon
Valley is a hub for technology-based activity and New York is a well-known fashion hub.
Research indicates that cluster-based industries attract economic activity and drive both
cooperation and competition.22 Cluster-based economies also promote efficiency,
allowing businesses to benefit from knowledge-sharing and a shared pool of skilled
employees. Additionally, clusters benefit from close proximity to educational institutions,
where specialized curricula can be developed to match the demand of the local industry.
23

Labor Impact
While employment in the manufacturing sector of the industry has seen a drastic decline
over the past two decades, the report by the Joint Economic Committee estimates that
JEC Democratic Staff, “The Economic Impact of the Fashion Industry (Updated),” September 2015, accessed March 8,
2016,
http://www.jec.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/2523ae10-9f05-4b8a-8954-631192dcd77f/jec-fashion-industry-report----sept
-2015-update.pdf
19
US Bureau of Labor and Statistics definition of 
apparel products and services
: apparel, material for making clothes,
shoe repair, alterations and repairs, sewing patterns and notions, clothing rental, clothing storage, dry cleaning and
sent-out laundry, watches, jewelry, and repairs to watches and jewelry.
20
Based on consumers with average income of $66,877. BLS, “Economic News Release: Consumer Expenditures - 2014,”
September 3, 2015, accessed March 8, 2016, http://www.bls.gov/news.release/cesan.nr0.htm.
21
JEC (2015).
22
Ibid.
23
Ibid.
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the fashion and apparel industries contribute over 1.8 million jobs in the United States.
This figure is based on data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational
Employment Survey from 2013 and includes employees working in the following sectors
of the value supply chain: “textile mills, apparel manufacturing, footwear manufacturing;
apparel, piece goods, and notions merchant wholesalers; and clothing and clothing
24

accessories sales.” Many of these jobs are in the high-value section of the value chain
(e.g. design, marketing, branding), which requires more education and training, and leads
25

to higher-paying jobs.

In contrast to the decline in manufacturing jobs, some apparel industry employment
figures have increased. For example, the Joint Economic Committee estimates that there
are over 17,000 fashion designers working in the United States, a figure that has
increased by over 50 percent in the past decade. As shown in 
Table 1
below, most jobs in
the apparel industry are in the retail sector, with nearly 1.5 million workers employed in
marketing,sales, accounting, auditing, buying, and purchasing.
Table 1: Employment in Selected Fashion and Apparel Industries and Occupations

Fashion Designers (All Industries)

Number of

Median Hourly

Average Annual

Employees

Wage

Wage

17,840

$30.78

$73,690

142,860

$11.37

$34,110

144,850

$17.21

$52,350

1,425,380

$9.93

$26,650

Apparel Manufacturing Industry (All
Occupations)
Apparel Wholesale Merchandising
Industry (All Occupations)
Apparel Retailers (All Occupations)

Source: Joint Economic Committee compiled data from US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational
Employment Statistics (May 2014)

Industry Trends
Signs of Reshoring
While the vast majority of sewn goods manufacturing went offshore over the past two
decades, there have been some recent signs of reshoring in the United States. Some
24
25

Ibid.
Ibid.
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industry analysts estimate that apparel was the third largest reshoring manufacturing
industry in 2014 (behind electrical and transportation equipment), accounting for 12
percent of the 700 cases identified.26
Some companies that have reshored part or all of
their manufacturing stateside attribute the move
to one or more of the following reasons:
➔ Increased quality control
➔ Improved ability to respond to

“fast-fashion” trends and fluctuating
consumer demand
➔ Shorter production times
➔ Intellectual property rights protection
➔ Language barriers abroad
➔ Reduced transportation costs
➔ Increased brand value:
◆ Ability to capture premium prices for “Made in America” products27
◆ Ethical considerations: Increased oversight over environmental impacts of

production and over worker conditions
Many of the companies that have reshored are smaller niche brands who require smaller
production runs and often can’t compete with larger firms for priority manufacturing
overseas. However, even some larger companies are choosing to re-shore, such as
Brooks Brothers, who as of 2007 manufactures 70 percent of their suits and 100 percent
of their ties in the US28
Next, we will discuss some of the social and environmental drivers contributing to
reshoring.

Patrick Van den Bossche, Johan Gott, Hector Gutierrez, Pramod Gupta, and Brooks Levering, “The Truth About
Reshoring: Not What It’s Cracked Up To Be!,” A.T. Kearney, 2014, accessed March 10, 2016,
http://www.mbtmag.com/sites/mbtmag.com/files/legacyimages/The%20Truth%20About%20Reshoring-12162014.pdf.
27
Ibid.
28
Jessica Dineen, “Why Brooks Brothers and Other Apparel Companies Are Moving Manufacturing Back Home,” 
Forbes
,
February 13, 2015, accessed March 10, 2016,
http://www.forbes.com/sites/cit/2015/02/13/why-brooks-brothers-and-other-apparel-companies-are-moving-manufacturi
ng-back-home/#357b09be8f45.
26
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Consumer Demand for Transparency
Consumer awareness about the negative social and environmental impacts of the
fashion and sewn goods industry has increased over the past decade, driving demand for
corporate transparency and accountability. The media has played a key role in increasing
consumer awareness, reporting on some of the social conditions, such as deplorable
sweatshop conditions overseas, child labor, and most recently the Rana Plaza garment
factory collapse in Bangladesh, which killed over 1,100 people.29 The negative
environmental impacts are being brought to light as well through documentaries like
“
The True Cost”
, which follows the global supply chain and explores the industry’s impact
on people and the planet, and through articles in 
Vogue
,
The New York Times, 
and
Grist.

Increasingly, consumers are “voting” with their dollars and choosing to buy from brands
whose values align with their own. According to a study by Nielsen, a global information
and measurement company, 42 percent of North American consumers reported they
were “willing to pay more for products and services provided by companies that are
committed to positive social and environmental impacts.” 30
In response, there has been a proliferation of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and
environmental sustainability initiatives within companies, paired with transparency
protocols. B-corp companies, which aim to meet “meet rigorous standards of social and
environmental performance, accountability, and transparency”, are also on the rise with
more than 1,600 businesses certified.31 While some companies may value ethical
operations, they also benefit from such transparency by capturing the “conscious
consumer” market share and increase their brand value .

Environmental Impact
The textile and sewn goods industry is one of the most resource intensive industries in
the world, from the creation of petroleum-based fabrics to agriculturally intensive cotton
production. Some estimate that the industry accounts for 10% of global carbon

Julfikar Ali Manik and Nida Najar, “Bangladesh Police Charge 41 With Murder Over Rana Plaza Collapse,” 
New York Times
,
June 1, 2015, accessed March 10, 2016,
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/02/world/asia/bangladesh-rana-plaza-murder-charges.html.
30
The Nielsen Group, “Doing Well By Doing Good,” June 2014, accessed March 10, 2016,
http://www.nielsen.com/content/dam/nielsenglobal/apac/docs/reports/2014/Nielsen-Global-Corporate-Social-Responsibil
ity-Report-June-2014.pdf.
31
“What are B Corps?,” B Lab, accessed March 10, 2016, http://www.bcorporation.net/what-are-b-corps.
29
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emissions and is the second most polluting industry (behind oil).32 Dying mills can use
approximately 200 tons of water just to create one ton of dyed fabric.33 The water often
goes untreated and is then pumped back into rivers, contaminating the waterways.
Outdated manufacturing practices paired with a rise in “fast-fashion” and disposable
apparel create a highly environmentally unsustainable industry.
In recent years, however, there have been a number of industry responses to address
these issues. For example, the
Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC) formed in 2010 with

the mission to develop a universal approach to measure sustainability performance,

using a tool called 
The Higg Index,
to collectively identify areas for improvement.34 The

coalition represents over 30 percent of global apparel manufacturers and has broadened
its scope to also include measures of social and labor impacts, with the aim to improve
working conditions and social welfare of industry employees.35

Fast Fashion vs. Slow Fashion
Individual companies have responded with a variety of their own environmental and
socially conscious initiatives as well, taking a stance against disposable fast fashion, and
shifting their focus (and brand identity) to quality, durability, and slow fashion.
The term “slow fashion” was coined in 2008 by sustainable design consultant Kate
Fletcher and is aimed at addressing the entire cycle of fashion, from production to end of
use or re-use.36 Slow fashion is the movement to design and create garments with
longevity in mind.37 According to Study New York, “slow fashion encouraged slower
production schedules, fair wages, lower carbon footprint, and (ideally) no waste.”38

James Conca, “Making Climate Change Fashionable – The Garment Industry Takes On Global Warming,” December 3,
2015, accessed March 10, 2016,
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/12/03/making-climate-change-fashionable-the-garment-industry-takes-on
-global-warming/#358a1a98778a.
33
Sarah Murray, “Fixing the Fashion Industry,” NRDC, January 5, 2016, accessed March 10, 2016,
https://www.nrdc.org/stories/fixing-fashion-industry.
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Zady, an online e-commerce retailer, is one company elevating the slow fashion
movement with a dedication to ethical consumerism and “Made in USA” manufacturing.
Zady has attracted venture capital from investors such as Innovation Endeavors, the
same firm who funded Uber.39
These trends are a promising sign of the sewn goods industry moving toward more
ethical and sustainable production, starting on a small scale. Seattle can use these
movements and models to inform its own approach to local manufacturing.
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Research Questions
Our report aims to identify compelling models of successful garment industries in North
America and compare them to the current landscape in Seattle. As such, we divided our
research questions into two parts:
Part I—Review existing garment districts
What are exemplary or successful models of sewn goods industries in other cities? What
makes them exemplary/successful?
➔ What economic conditions and policies contribute to the success of thriving sewn
goods sectors in the United States? Are these conditions or policies unique or
replicable?
➔ Are there emerging/growing sewn-good industries in the United States? What
factors are driving and facilitating growth?
➔ What local, state, and federal resources were employed to create such an
industry?
Part II—Evaluate Seattle’s potential
Is there potential to develop an economically and environmentally sustainable garment
industry in the Duwamish region of Seattle?
➔ What it the current state of the garment industry in Seattle?
➔ Does Seattle share any commonalities with the cities/cases studied? If conditions
necessary for a thriving industry do not currently exist in Seattle, is there potential
to introduce them?
➔ Are there any barriers to growth?
➔ Does Seattle possess the necessary resources to establish a sustainable sewn
goods industry in the Duwamish Valley? What are these resources? What are the
potential sources?

Research Methods
Literature Review
Prior to answering these questions, we conducted a basic literature review of the textile
and sewn goods industries, which can be found in Chapter 2: Industry Overview. We
began by identifying topics related to garment manufacturing under production, trade,
labor, and environmental impact categories. Within each category, we identified which
terms and concepts were key to the purpose of our report. We use this framework to
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guide our search of academic articles, books, instructional textbooks, blogs, newspaper
articles, and web pages. Informal conversations with industry experts from the SGBN
team also helped guide us toward specific pieces of research.

In addition to the literature review, we had the opportunity to tour Muses’ training facility
in February, 2016. During the evening, we spoke informally with approximately a dozen
men and women who work in the fashion industry in Seattle including representatives
from nonprofit organizations, private businesses, and individual designers. Their insights
helped guide our research approach, and helped us understand the issues most
important to industry members. These topics include access to skilled sewers,
opportunities for collaboration, and alternative retail models. After the conversation, we
saw the studio space and met some of the Muses students. Although specific information
from this event is not included in our report, it did help us understand the scope and
importance of this work to the Seattle community.

Case Studies
The research questions from Part I are answered using a case study approach. The four
cities chosen for our case studies were derived from conversations with the SGBN team.
Each city was selected for either its demographic or historical similarity to Seattle, or for
its success as a hub of sewn goods production. In order to analyze these cities uniformly
and compare them to Seattle, we developed a case study typology. This typology includes
seven categories of interest (see Chapter 4: Case Study Findings).
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In addition to these categories, we also included an eighth criteria for innovative models
in each city, such as incubators, pilot programs, or unique technology applications, which
are highlighted in case “Spotlights”. Each case study follows the same format for ease of
comparison. The research materials for the case studies include the same types of
sources as used in the literature review, as well as information from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the US Census, and the American Community Survey. Due to the lack of
academic literature on the sewn goods industry, the primary sources used were
government data, industry reports, and newspaper articles. We did not conduct industry
interviews for this report.

Workshop
To address our Part II research questions, we held a workshop on March 28, 2016 for
industry professionals in collaboration with SGBN. This event was held on the ground
floor of Impact Hub in Pioneer Square in the evening. Over one hundred professionals
from different sectors of the industry were invited by the SGBN team based on their
knowledge and experience in the field. In total, approximately 80 stakeholders attended.
Attendees included representatives from the following sectors:
➔ Branded manufacturers
➔ Contract sewing
➔ Education/Training
➔ Machine sales and repairs
➔ Marketing/PR
➔ Technical services
➔ Workforce
➔ Textiles
➔ Designers
➔ Marketing and packing suppliers
➔ Dying and printing
➔ Responsible retail
➔ Legal
➔ Professional/business associations
➔ Government
➔ Immigrant services
The first half of the event followed a “Here/Near/Not” approach developed at a prior
SGBN sewn goods event. We provided large posters to every group that listed known
companies and services located in, near, and far from Seattle, and asked participants to
write in missing information (see Appendix B). Each table had a designated facilitator
who started conversations about barriers and challenges to local production. Following
this small discussion, each group reported back to the entire room. After presentations
on the case study cities and Muses, we held a second round of conversations on visions
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for the future. After the event, written notes were collected from all group facilitators. A
Google survey asking the same questions that were asked in the group discussion was
sent to invitees who were unable to attend, although results were not available at the
time this report was published.

Limitations
We encountered several limitations to data collection and analysis. Consistency among
case studies was challenging due to a lack of cohesive databases and uniform resources.
Most employment numbers were derived from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, but not
all jobs within the sewn goods sector – such as independent contractors and sewers – are
represented. Therefore, the labor counts for each city are meant to serve as indicators
for comparison rather than exact portrayals. Other information, such as the number of
contractors or wholesalers in a given area, was only available for cities with
commissioned industry reports.
Most academic literature related to the sewn goods industry concerns the history of
apparel manufacturing, environmental sustainability, and labor movements. For current
information on economic impact and innovative programs, we had to rely on periodicals
and third-party industry reports, as peer-reviewed sources are limited.
Another significant limitation was understanding the experience of working in the
industry as a sewer. Due to Human Subjects Review restrictions, we were unable to
interview sewers about their working conditions, wages, and needs. Instead, we relied on
the perspectives of Sandrine Espie and Deborah Vandermar, who have worked
extensively to train low-income and immigrant groups, to share their views of this
population’s challenges and desires.
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This chapter contains case studies exploring the sewn goods industries in the following
five cities: New York City, New York; Los Angeles, California; Detroit, Michigan; Portland,
Oregon; and Seattle, Washington.
In order to analyze each city’s industry in a uniform manner, each case study contains the
following categories:
➔ History 
- Brief overview of the inception of the city’s sewn goods industry and the
factors that influenced its evolution.
➔ Niche Markets 
- What makes the industry unique in each city and how linked
industries influence the sector.
➔ Size of the Apparel Industry 
- A snapshot of the economic impact of the industry
on the region. Data sources include the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U.S.
Cluster Mapping project, and various economic reports.
◆ City Ranking in US 
-
Rankings are based on data from the U.S. Cluster

Mapping project, which is a joint effort by the Harvard Business School and
the US Economic Development Administration to provide a systematic
methodology for comparing economic clusters across regions. The ranking
data used includes combined data from 21 North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS) subcluster codes focused on manufacturing
and fabric accessories for men, women, and children. For a full list of NAICS
codes used, please see Appendix C.
◆ Apparel Manufacturing Location Quotient 
-
The location quotient is

essentially a way to measure how concentrated apparel manufacturing is in
the city compared to the national average.40 For example, Los Angeles’
location quotient is 10.03, which means apparel manufacturing is 10 times
more concentrated in Los Angeles than the average.
◆ Major Economic Clusters figure
- This figure is based on economic cluster
employment data from the city’s major industries. This information also
comes from the U.S. Cluster Mapping Project.
➔ Infrastructure 
-
Industrial land availability, lease rates, and supply chain present.

➔ Labor 
-
Demographic data on the local workforce, minimum wage, and

unemployment rates.
➔ Training 
- Prevalence of educational institutions and training facilities.
➔ Support 
- Public and private resources, support, and investments (based on
publically available data).
There are limitations to what information is available for each city, so while we aim for
consistency, there is variance among cases.

“Understanding Location Quotient,” Economic Modeling Specialists Inc., accessed May 2, 2016,
http://www.economicmodeling.com/wpcontent/uploads/2007/10/emsi_understandinglq.pdf
40
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Table 2. Summary of Case Study Findings

New York City

Los Angeles

Detroit

Portland

History

Former hub for
women’s wear, long
history of high
fashion design and
wholesaling.

Biggest apparel
manufacturing hub
in US. Garment
District is still major
tourist attraction.

Apparel industry
started in 1890’s
with emergence of
Carhartt, has seen
resurgence of
fashion and
apparel industry in
2000’s.

Began with wool
textiles and
swimwear in the
1900’s. Footwear
and athletic wear
boost from Nike in
1970’s.

Rugged outdoor
apparel and gear
manufacturing
dating back to
1890’s Klondike
Gold Rush.

Niche Markets

HIgh-end fashion,
wholesale, luxury
e-commerce

Knitting, “fast
fashion,” premium
denim, textiles,
wholesale

Durable workwear
for industrial jobs,
leather, lifestyle
brands

Footwear, Athletic
& Outdoor
apparel,
sustainably
produced apparel

Outdoor recreation
and apparel,
independent
designers, large
retailers

Size of Apparel
Industry41

Rank in US: 
2

Rank in US: 
1

Rank in US: 
49

Rank in US: 
30

Rank in US: 
21

Apparel
Manufacturing
Location Quotient:
2.24

Apparel
Manufacturing
Location Quotient:
10.03

Apparel
Manufacturing
Location Quotient:
0.58

Apparel
Manufacturing
Location Quotient:
0.88

Apparel
Manufacturing
Location Quotient:
0.88

Infrastructure

More outsourcing in
recent years due to
outdated facilities
and limited real
estate.

Specialized
machinery
available to
support all chain
sectors. Affordable
industrial real
estate.

Existing
manufacturing
infrastructure
enables emerging
design and retail
industries.

High-value chain
sectors: design,
marketing, retail.
Limited access to
textiles. Limited,
but increasing,
manufacturing.

High value chain
sectors: design,
marketing, retail.
Limited
manufacturing and
access to textiles.

Labor42

Low labor costs for
sewing, high for
design. $15
minimum wage will
go into effect by
2022.

Low labor costs.
Primarily
non-citizen women
of Hispanic and
Asian descent.

Low labor costs.
Workforce with
manufacturing
experience. Low
minimum wage:
$8.50.

Competitive
salaries to attract
top talent. Strong
workforce
attracted to region.

Highly educated
workforce. Lack of
trained sewers to fill
positions. High
minimum wage.

Unemployment:
4.2%

Unemployment:
4.8%

Unemployment:
5.8%


Unemployment:
6.5%

Unemployment:
6.3%

Seattle

Training

Prestigious design
schools,
NYCEDC-funded
training program for
sewers, multiple
incubators.

Apparel related
programs focused
on design and
merchandising.

Emerging sewing
programs and
fashion incubator.

Portland State
University
customized
curriculum to
support local
business needs.

Apparel related
programs focused
on design and
marketing.
Emerging sewing
programs.

Support

Multi-million dollar
investments by city,
including
partnership with
CFDA.

Private
investments in
infrastructure,
education, and
innovation.

Private
investments in
infrastructure and
education.
City-wide
revitalization
efforts.

City Economic
Development
initiative to
support A&O
industry, public
investment of
$50K to fund
incubator + $1.1m
building loan

Outdoor, Fashion &
Apparel identified
as key cluster by
EDC but city no
clear city planning
roadmap or
financial support.
Some private and
public support.

41
42

HBS & EDA.
BLS, “Local Area Unemployment Statistics,” accessed May 10, 2016, http://www.bls.gov/lau/.
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NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

New York City was once a hub of apparel production in the US, beginning in the 19th
century and continuing well into the 20th. Due to offshoring, New York City is no longer
the apparel manufacturing nexus that it once was, although it still generates a significant
amount of revenue from wholesaling and design. Today the city faces the problem of
outdated facilities, limited training opportunities, and a lack of affordable real estate. City
leadership considers the fashion industry an integral part of New York City’s culture,
which has led to significant investment in recent projects to revitalize the local
manufacturing industry.

History
Garment production took root in New York City in the early 19th century when it was the
center of production for slave clothing, which was shipped to plantations in the South.
Mass market production took off in the 1820s and grew further in the 1850s with the
invention of the sewing machine. A wave of immigration from Germany and Central
Europe around this time fueled the industry, which continued to expand until the early
20th century. By the 1920s, New York City dominated the country’s production of
43
women’s wear. However, increased trade with Asia led to outsourcing and a decline in

Phyllis Dillon and Andrew Godley, “The Evolution of the Jewish Garment Industry, 1840-1940,” in 
Chosen Capital: The
Jewish Encounter with American Capitalism
, ed. Rebecca Kobrin, Jonathan Sarna, and Daniel Soyer (New Brunswick, NJ:
Rutgers University Press, 2012), 49.
43
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sewing jobs by the 1990s. Outsourcing particularly affected small cutting and sewing
rooms as well as zipper and button supply stores, which once thrived in the city.

Although no longer the manufacturing nucleus that it once was, the Garment District in
Manhattan is still a major tourist attraction and central to New York City’s cultural
identity. Today it is home to many high-end fashion labels as well as some production
and wholesaling businesses. Over 50 percent of all fashion-related jobs in New York City
44
are concentrated in the Garment District and surrounding neighborhoods. While it may
not boast as many manufacturing jobs as Los Angeles, New York City is still considered to
be one of the major fashion capitals of the world, due to its long legacy of design as well
as the prestige of New York Fashion Week. This event, held twice a year, attracts
hundreds of thousands of attendees and generates over $450 million per year in direct
45
visitor spending.

Niche Markets
The New York City fashion industry is dominated by high-end brands such as Ralph
Lauren, Michael Kors, and Calvin Klein. Most of these luxury labels are represented by
the Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA), a nonprofit trade organization that
conducts fashion programming and promotes the industry. CFDA’s premier event, New
York Fashion Week, starts the international fashion week cycle every year in February
and September, and showcases the major fashion houses as well as smaller designers.
Fashion’s Night Out, an annual shopping event to stimulate retail spending, typically
attracts over 1,000 retailer participants ranging from high-end designers to lower-priced
brands.
Innovative fashion retailers have also begun to establish New York City as a hub for
creative e-commerce. Brands like Gilt Groupe and Rent The Runway are based here,
along with many other fashion start-ups. Complementary industries include marketing –
New York City is home to two of the three largest agencies in the world – and magazine
publication. Condé Nast, publisher of Vogue, GQ, Glamour, and W, is headquartered in
Manhattan, and New York City is also home to many respected bloggers and fashion

NYCEDC, “Fashion in New York City: Industry Snapshot,” 2011, accessed March 8, 2016,
http://www.nycedc.com/sites/default/files/filemanager/Industries/Fashion/Fashion_IndustrySnapshot_2010.pdf.
45
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websites, such as Refinery29, the Sartorialist, and the Business of Fashion. These media
outlets drive recognition of New York City as one of the fashion capitals of the world.

Size of Industry
Fashion is a significant facet of New York City’s economy, employing 180,000 and
46
accounting for 6 percent of the workforce. Approximately 900 fashion companies are
based in the city, generating $10.9 billion in wages and $2 billion in tax revenue annually.
47
The wholesale market is particularly large, generating $72 billion annually and
employing more people than Los Angeles, due in part to the presence of more
48
multinational firms. Each year, New York City hosts over 75 major fashion trade shows
and market weeks, which supports its wholesale industry. Fashion retail is also a growing
49
market, and employment in this sector is expected to grow by 13 percent by 2025. Local
apparel production has declined significantly since 2001, but this sector still represents
50
31 percent of the manufacturing jobs in New York City.
New York City’s major economic industries support the manufacturing of sewn goods.
Distribution and e-commerce is the city’s largest cluster, accounting for almost half a
million jobs in 2013, and marketing is also a significant employer. Together, these help
drive New York City’s apparel industry, particularly in the buyer-driven value chain
segments of distribution, advertising, and retail.

“Fashion,” NYCEDC, accessed March 8, 2016, http://www.nycedc.com/industry/fashion.
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(February 2016): 19, accessed March 9, 2016,
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(2011): 7, accessed March 5, 2016,
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Infrastructure
New York City is one of the most expensive cities in which to rent or purchase
commercial and industrial real estate in the United States.51 Despite having the highest
industrial rental rates in all five boroughs, many segments of the supply chain are
concentrated in Manhattan’s Garment Center. Other manufacturing sectors are scattered
throughout Brooklyn and Queens.52 In total, manufacturing districts make up almost 15
percent of all land in New York City, although rezoning has reduced this number slightly
in recent years.53

Joseph B. Nichols, Stephen D. Oliner, and Michael R. Mulhall, “Commercial and Residential Land Prices Across the United
States,” Federal Reserve Board (February 2010): 32, accessed March 8, 2016,
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Labor
Demographic data on the manufacturing workforce in New York City is fairly limited. The
industry is dominated by Latino, Chinese, and Korean women.54 Typically, women work
as sewing operators while men earn higher wages as cutters, pressers, and hangers.55 As
in other cities, workers in the manufacturing sector earn a significantly lower income
than those in other parts of the industry such as design, marketing, and retail. A law
recently signed by Governor Andrew Cuomo will raise the minimum wage in New York to
$15 by 2022, which will directly impact apparel workers. However, because the cost of
living is so high, this increase is unlikely to make a significant difference for low-wage
sewers who have to commute long distances or work multiple jobs to make ends meet.
Strict labor laws in New York create higher costs for businesses but protect the rights and
safety of factory workers. The average firm size for apparel factories is 25 to 40 workers,
although this number can vary significantly.56 The workforce is highly regulated and
unionized, which helps guards against worker abuse and wage theft, but under-the-table
57 58
and piece rate payment are still common. , Labor laws have led some companies to
offshore production to less regulated facilities abroad, causing a decline in job
availability.
Brennan Center for Justice, “Unregulated Work in the Manufacturing Industry in New York City,” in 
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Training
New York City is known for its prestigious fashion design schools, including the Fashion
Institute of Technology (FIT), Parsons School of Design at The New School, LIM College,
and Pratt Institute. According to the New York City Economic Development Corporation
(NYCEDC), local design schools produce over 1,000 fashion graduates per year, and over
59
90 percent of FIT students choose to stay in the city.
In addition to private institutions, the NYCEDC funds multiple training initiatives. These
include Design Entrepreneurs NYC, a “free, intensive mini-MBA program” to teach
business skills to fashion designers; NYC Fashion Fellows, a year-long fashion
management fellowship; and NYC Fashion Career Week for students, interns, and young
60
professionals.

Support
Because of the fashion industry’s status as a key part of New York City’s cultural identity,
city leadership has made it a financial priority. In 2010, Mayor Michael Bloomberg
launched Fashion.NYC.2020, a ten-year plan to revitalize the industry by incentivizing
manufacturing. Under Fashion.NYC.2020, multiple grant opportunities have been made
available including the NYC Fashion Production Fund, which finances emerging design
61
talent, as well as multiple training opportunities. The latter partnership also received a
$500,000 pledge from Theory, a private retail brand. This initiative is one example of a
successful public-private partnership, providing support for both design and
manufacturing.

More recently, Mayor Bill de Blasio pledged $1 million to the Fashion Manufacturing
Initiative (FMI), a collaboration between the CFDA and the NYCEDC.62 This initiative
NYCEDC, “Industry Snapshot.”
NYCEDC, “Fashion.”
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provides grants and support to innovative programs, such as a $3.5 million investment
into an incubator and innovation hub in Sunset Park, Brooklyn called Manufacture NY.
This facility provides space for design and manufacturing as well as consulting services to
help local brands re-shore production.
The city makes a concerted effort to provide incentives to all manufacturers. For
example, the NYCEDC administers Industry Incentive and Small Industry Incentive
programs that offer property and sales tax reductions. Companies can also use these
programs to construct or renovate manufacturing facilities.63 In addition, the New York
City Department of Small Business Services runs eight New York City Business Solutions
Centers that provide free services and advice to local companies, including financing
awards.

Conclusion
Despite the effects of offshoring and high real estate costs, the apparel industry in New
York City has thrived in recent years due to government investment and fashion’s cultural
legacy in the city. New York City faces certain challenges similar to Seattle, such as
outdated facilities and technology, limited training opportunities for sewing and
manufacturing, and a lack of real estate options for production. However, because of
Fashion.NYC.2020 and the Fashion Manufacturing Initiative, New York City is likely to see
a resurgence in local production and innovation within the apparel industry. These
programs are exemplary and unlike any other funding program currently in place across
the US.
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Unlike New York City, innovation in Los Angeles has primarily been driven by the private
sector. Los Angeles is the biggest apparel manufacturing center in the US, due in part to
low labor costs and the availability of specialized machinery, but there is still limited
recognition of the “Made in LA” brand. The city holds a biannual LA Fashion Week to
showcase local designers and bring attention to the industry. Brands like American
Apparel and Paige Denim have made efforts to manufacture their products in the city,
and the womenswear brand Reformation recently opened LA’s first sustainable
production facility in downtown Los Angeles. The city is also a burgeoning hub for
wearable technology, with several recent conferences held in the city to highlight new
innovations.

History
The Los Angeles garment industry flourished in the 1920s and 1930s as it became an
immigration hub from Asia and Central and South America
. By the mid-20th century, Los

Angeles was considered the center of womenswear and sportswear production, aided by
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the transplant of many Jewish entrepreneurs from New York City. The geographic hub
of this production activity was Santee Alley, where many manufacturing and wholesale
businesses congregated. Today, this street is still heavily populated by sewn goods
businesses but is also infamous for its sale of counterfeit goods.
In 1995, City leadership designated the area around Santee Alley as a business
improvement district (BID), a “geographically defined area … in which services, activities,
and programs are paid for through a special assessment” charged to all businesses in
65
that district. The revenue generated in a BID can be applied to a variety of purposes,
including infrastructure improvements, special events, and marketing. This district was
formally renamed the Garment District in 1996, and today it covers 100 blocks in
66
downtown Los Angeles. This area includes many marts, a key feature of Los Angeles’s
industry, which constitute “physical marketplaces for designers, manufacturers,
67
wholesalers, and retailers to meet and connect.” The geographic proximity of these
services historically facilitated the production process from design to retail and continues
to do so today. The area is also considered a tourist attraction.
Despite Los Angeles’s dominance as an apparel manufacturing hub, the passage of
NAFTA in 1994 meant that a significant amount of local production was outsourced to
Mexico due to cheaper labor. Later, in 2013, the European Union increased duties on
women’s denim, which would have specifically affected Los Angeles as the primary
premium denim producer in the US, but this was retracted after one year.68

Niche Markets
Los Angeles’ sewn goods economy benefits from proximity to other major industries. For
example, links with Hollywood generate unique demand for garment production via
costume design and red carpet events. Other niche services and markets include knitting
and “fast fashion” production. Due to the quick sale cycles of retailers like Forever 21,
whose business model is built on a quick turnaround of new products, Los Angeles has a
geographic advantage. On a tight production schedule, it is often easier to produce these
goods in the US rather than shipping them from Asia.69 However, this niche has its
downsides due to the environmental concerns around the pollution, energy usage, and
material waste generated during the production process.
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In addition to “fast fashion,” Los Angeles is the number one producer in the US of leather
goods (including handbags) and wholesaler of apparel and accessories, as well as the
70
second largest manufacturer of textiles. Los Angeles is perhaps best known for its
71
high-end denim industry, with 75 percent of domestic brands based here. A surge in
the popularity of these products in the 2000s further boosted this concentration of
denim production. Notable denim brands include Guess, Paige Denim, True Religion,
Lucky Brand, Joe’s Jeans, and Hudson.

Size of Industry
The apparel industry is a major part of Los Angeles’ economy. Local apparel companies
generate approximately $18 billion in revenue per year, including design and local
72
production. Los Angeles and Orange Counties also collectively employ the largest
number of apparel workers in the US, totaling over 200,00 direct and indirect jobs in
73
2013. This is due in part to Los Angeles’s cost advantage for producers, specifically in
74
textile mill, apparel manufacturing, and wholesale apparel jobs. The export industry is
also a significant driver of the industry’s success; its top apparel export destinations are
75
Japan, South Korea, the United Kingdom, Australia, China, and Belgium.
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Textiles and apparel are both considered strong clusters in the Los Angeles metropolitan
area. The distribution and e-commerce and marketing economies also support sewn
goods production, and performing arts and video production generate additional
demand from the entertainment industry. 76

Infrastructure
Historically, real estate prices for manufacturing were relatively low in Los Angeles
compared to New York City, but this has changed in recent years. Despite these costs,
almost all segments of the apparel supply chain are present in Los Angeles. The most
common facilities are dye, cut, and sew for apparel; knitting (an estimated 2,000 knitting
machines are available); leather and related item production; textile manufacturing; and
77
distribution and e-commerce.
Harvard Business School and US Economic Development Administration, “Los Angeles, CA Metropolitan Area,” US
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Labor
The low-wage manufacturing labor base is large in Los Angeles, which helps account for
the size of its apparel industry. In fact, Los Angeles employs twice as many manufacturing
workers as either Chicago or Detroit, constituting one-eighth of the sewing workforce in
78
the US. However, as pay for these workers slowly increases, the number of jobs is
decreasing. A law passed last year will require Los Angeles employers to increase the
minimum wage to $15 per hour by 2020. A recent study by the Los Angeles Economic
Development Corporation (LAEDC) found that no respondents (employers) intended to
relocate out of the city due to the wage hike, although a small minority stated that they
79
would reduce staff. In response to the increase, American Apparel eliminated 500 local
jobs, with approximately 4,000 remaining, and state they may outsource some future
production.80 Debate around this issue is similar to discussion in other cities, and the
impacts of Seattle’s increase to a $15 minimum wage is being followed closely around the
country.
The majority of Los Angeles’ manufacturing
workforce are minority women, and many are aging
members of the Baby Boomer generation.81 

Asian
minorities, particularly Korean-Americans, own
many of the apparel contracting firms in the city.
The racial and ethnic breakdown of the labor force
is approximately 81 percent Hispanic and 16
82
percent Asian, and two-thirds are women.
Three-quarters of these workers are also
non-citizens, typically permanent residents with
work authorization. Most have not completed high
school and/or lack English proficiency, which
83
presents some barriers to employment. The
average workweek is 40 hours.
There is a significant disparity in the salaries of factory floor workers in comparison to
designers and retailers. In 2015, the LAEDC reported that the median wage for fashion
designers was $67,080, significantly higher than the $46,680 earned by fabric and
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apparel patternmakers. Sewers and machine operators make even less, and this is
exacerbated by the pervasive problem of wage theft, particularly among immigrant and
undocumented workers. Ninety percent of wage theft investigations by the US
85
Department of Labor in 2013 were located in Southern California.
Worker treatment is a major concern in the Los Angeles garment industry. In 2015, the
Garment Workers Center (GWC) surveyed 175 workers and “found that 21 percent of
workers have experienced physical or verbal violence on the job and 6 percent reported
86
sexual harassment in the workplace.” Poor work conditions and a lack of clean drinking
water were also pervasive. Because contract sewing is dominated by small businesses,
the industry is difficult to regulate and relies on advocacy by workers rights organizations
like the GWC to identify abuses. Undocumented workers face a particularly high risk of
being abused or mistreated, because they are less likely to report violations out of fear of
deportation.

Training
Los Angeles boasts a high concentration of apparel education, but like many other US
cities, most of this training is focused on design and merchandising. Notable educational
institutions include the Fashion Institute of Design & Merchandising, Otis College of Art &
Design, Fashion Careers International, Academy of Couture Art, PRISMA Fashion Design
School, Los Angeles Trade Technical College, the UCLA Extension program, and
numerous community colleges. Stitches Technology is one example of a nonprofit
87
organization, like Muses in Seattle, that offers six-month training in technical sewing.

Support
In 2016, CIT Group, a commercial lending provider, and the California Fashion Association
commissioned a report on the state of the industry. The report provides an overview of
the sector as well as survey responses from more than 50 area apparel executives. In
addition to showcasing Los Angeles’ strengths, it calls for further investment in training
opportunities for youth and more support for entrepreneurs looking to establish a
business in Los Angeles.88 Resources such as this provide public and private
organizations with information about the importance of Los Angeles’ sewn goods
industry and why it needs more support.
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Apart from the Garment District’s designation as a BID, the Los Angeles municipal
government has provided limited support for the sewn goods industry. Instead,
innovation in sustainability and ethical manufacturing is driven by private companies
looking to conduct business differently. Despite rising labor costs and economic pressure
to offshore, brands such as American Apparel and Paige Denim still produce a majority of
their products locally. Last year, women’s wear label and registered B-corporation
Reformation opened a 33,500 square foot facility in Boyle Heights, outside of downtown.
The anti-waste assembly line utilizes eco-friendly packaging and energy-efficient
machines, and pays fair wages and health insurance to their workers.89 In 2014,
Reformation generated $25 million in revenue, making a case for sustainable apparel
manufacturing.90 The financial success of these brands set an example for other
companie to follow suit.

Conclusion
Los Angeles is the most dominant apparel manufacturing base in the US Key factors for
this success include access to cheap labor, product development resources, capital
91
investment, a skilled and creative design workforce, and robust infrastructure. Some of
these qualities – particularly specialized facilities – are unique to Los Angeles and may not
be easily replicable in Seattle. Additional factors, such as low labor costs, may help the
industry grow but have resulted in the mistreatment of factory workers and thus do not
provide a model for other cities. Los Angeles also faces hurdles such as a lack of brand
awareness for local products, poor working conditions and immigration challenges, and
restricted water access (particularly for the denim industry), which limit the industry’s
growth potential. However, attracting creative talent to the city and significant
investment from private brands are both models of success that can be repeated
elsewhere.
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DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Detroit is a unique case due its legacy of manufacturing paired with an urgent need to
revitalize and diversify the local economy. After the city declared bankruptcy in 2013,
Detroit saw a flood of private investments, philanthropic fundraising efforts, an influx of
venture capital, and innovative public-private partnerships emerge to reconfigure
Detroit’s manufacturing legacy. Detroit has all the elements to develop a thriving sewn
goods industry: manufacturing experience and infrastructure, creativity, raw materials,
industrial space with low lease rates, and ample workforce. These factors have facilitated
the growth of the local sewn goods design and production industry, which has
blossomed over the past decade and has high potential for future growth. Detroit’s
entrepreneurial and resilient spirit has paved the way for creative approaches to industry
development and is fueled by “Made in Detroit” pride.92

History
Detroit is a well-known automotive manufacturing hub. However, the city has an apparel
and sewn goods history that dates back to 1889, when Carhartt was founded in response
to a need for durable work clothing for industrial railroad workers. To this day, they are
Fotoula Lambros, “Fashion & Technology: Could Industry Cross-Breeding Become Detroit’s Future?,” 
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Exchange Detroit,
August 24, 2012, accessed April 6, 2016,
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known for their quality work clothes made of heavy duty threads and materials. Though
most of Carhartt’s production now occurs offshore, they do produce a “Union-Made in
USA” line of workwear. Throughout the 20th century, the sewn goods economy in Detroit
was supported by textile mills to the north and driven by industrial manufacturing needs.
Only recently has the sewn goods industry expanded to become a thriving fashion scene.
Recent efforts to create a new economy have resulted in robust redevelopment efforts.
In 2011, the Prima Civitas Foundation and the Michigan Economic Development
Corporation created the Michigan Garment Industry Council with a mission to bring
together major players in apparel industry and promote and develop Michigan-made
sewn goods and textiles.93 The council was comprised of fiber, textile producers,
manufacturing facilities, suppliers, and designers. Updated information cannot be found
on the Council, which may indicate it no longer exists, but it is a notable model of
collaboration.
Additionally, in response to the declining automobile industry, some businesses took the
opportunity to diversify and retool their factories for apparel creation. Motor City Denim,
for example, produces denim and handbags on the same machines it uses to create
94
protective covers for automotive machinery.
The Detroit Garment Guild and economic development agencies are attempting to
develop a full garment district with the manufacturing capacity to attract companies from
places like New York City, who might be enticed by the cheaper land rates and labor
costs. Additionally, they hope to capitalize on increased consumer interest in “Made in
America” products. 95

Niche Markets
Detroit’s sewn goods industry is rooted in durable, quality workwear – a legacy that
continues to this day. In recent years, however, a new generation of design talent has
emerged to create lifestyle labels, many tapping into “Detroit Made” pride and proudly
promoting their city. The industry also caters to the industrial sewing needs of
automotive manufacturers, with some companies retooling their machines to diversify
production options so they can manufacture products from apparel to car covers.
Shinola, the Detroit-based luxury watch, accessory, and leather goods brand, is also
investing in infrastructure to make Detroit the leather goods hub of the U.S.
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Size of Industry
The sewn goods industry in Detroit is relatively small, though redevelopment efforts are
attempting to change this. There is a lack of available data on the economic impact of
the industry on the city, but some economic development planners estimate the industry
accounts for approximately $5 million of Detroit’s economy.96 As indicated in the graphic
below, the dominant economic clusters in Detroit are the automotive industry and
business services, which is comprised of consulting services, corporate headquarters,
business support, and computer services, among others.

Infrastructure
In addition to an abundance of industrial space and low land lease rates, Detroit has a
fairly comprehensive supply chain. Much of the pre-existing infrastructure can be
attributed to the automotive industry and ranges from manufacturing warehouses to cut
and sew operations. Michigan’s agricultural industry is also an asset to the local textile
96
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industry. The state is home to family owned sheep, alpaca, and camel farms in northern
part of the state, which produce raw materials, wool, and hair for the local textile mills to
97
process.

Labor
Detroit has a relatively high unemployment rate, largely due to a loss in automotive
manufacturing jobs. Some of the manufacturing workforce is being retrained for the
state’s growing sewn goods sector. However, in 2014 the Detroit Garment Group
conducted an employer survey and found over 300 vacant sewing positions, reinforcing
their commitment to train sewers to meet demand.98
A report by JPMorgan Chase & Co. found an interesting paradox whereby the
unemployed struggle to find work while many jobs go unfulfilled.99 The report found that
many of these “middle-skill” positions typically require a high school diploma or higher,
which is problematic in Detroit as roughly 22% of residents lack a diploma or GED.100
Recommendations to remedy this include: aligning regional workforce goals and
outcomes to prepare residents for middle-skill occupations in key sectors; encouraging
employers, educators and community organizations to collaborate to build curriculum to
prepare residents for these jobs; and matching development investments with
industry-focused goals.101

Training
Detroit’s training programs stand out from many other cities in their innovative and
creative approaches to connect the unemployed with skills and jobs in the sewn goods
industry. The Empowerment Plan, a nonprofit organization, is dedicated to educating and
empowering the homeless through garment making by providing training, employment,
102
and a stable income, thereby disrupting the cycle of homelessness. Funding sponsors
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include a mix of corporate and foundation sources: Quicken Loans, GM Foundation,
Carhartt, Rock Ventures LCC, Spanx, Ray of Light Foundation, DVF, Domino’s and
American Express.
In response to a local push for on-shoring of manufacturing and a lack of trained sewers
to meet local demand, the Detroit Garment Group Guild (DGG), a non-profit fashion
incubator, and the Maker’s Coalition, paired up to develop an Industrial Sewing
Certification Program. This program trains sewers to meet the city's production demand
103
and prepare for future growth. 
The program has seen such success it has expanded to
a statewide program and is adding classes in patternmaking and sewing machine repair,
which will allow employees to obtain a Journeyman card and higher salaries.104
DGG is not the only group creating educational partnerships. Shinola built their watch
factory in the College for Creative Studies and have sponsored classes in graphic design
and product development. Additionally, in their mission to bring manufacturing jobs back
to Detroit, they built a local leather factory and are considering creating their own
curriculum to train the sewers on their custom machinery.
Detroit also has traditional programs in fashion design and marketing at the Art Institute
of Michigan. Eastern Michigan University, in the neighboring city of Ypsilanti, also offers
both a Bachelor of Arts and Masters of Science in Apparel, Textiles and Merchandising.

Support
As previously mentioned, Detroit’s bankruptcy prompted an unprecedented flood of
private investments to aid in economic recovery. One notable organization supporting
citywide redevelopment efforts is the Detroit Economic Growth Corporation (DEGC), a
105
nonprofit offering a wide range of business and development assistance. 
The DEGC
administers the Motor City Match program in partnership with the the City of Detroit, the
Economic Development Corporation of the City of Detroit (EDC), and the US Department
of Housing and Urban Development. The Motor City Match program helps new and
expanding businesses with wrap-around services, including business planning classes,
connections with commercial properties, and over $500,000 in grants each quarter.
Motor City Match is funded by a broad range of community development financial
institutions and several philanthropic partners, including John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation, Erb Family Foundation, Kresge Foundation, JPMorgan Chase & Co., the New
Economy Initiative of Southeastern Michigan, Bank of America, and Fifth Third Bank.106
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Prima Civitas, a statewide economic development coalition focused on collaboration and
emerging markets, has supported the sewn goods industry by developing the Michigan
Garment Industry Council. Prima Civitas also embarked upon a trade mission to Turkey
in an attempt to establish international investment and partnership opportunities
between each locations’ textile and sewn goods industries.107
The Detroit Garment Group has received corporate sponsorship from LEAR Corporation,
International Automotive Components (IAC), Shinola, and numerous others. The DGG
also receives advisory board support from the Michigan Economic Development
Corporation, Midtown Detroit Inc., and the Southeast Michigan Community Alliance
(Michigan Works!).

Conclusion
Detroit is undergoing massive redevelopment efforts and as such, has received an
extraordinary amount of private financial support to aid in recovery and planning. While
this level of financial support is unique and unlikely to occur elsewhere, Detroit offers
exemplary models of cooperative partnerships between economic development
organizations, nonprofits, educational institutions, and private businesses. Additionally,
DGG’s Industrial Sewing Certificate, Incubator, and plans for a Garment District exemplify
what strong vision and leadership can accomplish. These broad-based and coordinated
efforts allow the city to take advantage of its industrial assets, workforce, and creative
culture.
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PORTLAND, OREGON

Portland’s dominant apparel player is the Athletic & Outdoor (A&O) industry, with some
calling the area the “Silicon Valley of sportswear.” In recognizing the impact and
significance of this industry on the local economy and creative culture, the city of
Portland has identified the activewear industry as one of five key clusters of the Portland
Economic Development Strategy. Anchor brands such as Nike, Adidas, and Columbia
Sportswear all have headquarters here. While Nike is a huge driver of the apparel
industry in Portland, the majority of recent growth in the cluster is fueled by
entrepreneurs and independent brands who are able to capitalize on the strong Athletic
& Outdoor (A&O) industry presence. Additional pieces of the apparel ecosystem – such as
education, financing options, and a business accelerator – have emerged in recent years,
showing growth in the apparel sector.

History
Pioneering firms like Jantzen, a swimwear company, and Pendleton, a wool textile and
apparel company, have been in Portland since the early 1900’s and paved the way for
future firms. Brands like Nike and Columbia Sportswear started their businesses in
Oregon decades ago, fueling the growth of the industry locally and establishing networks
along the supply chain. While Nike has been a major driver of the Athletic and Outdoor
industry, most job growth in the industry recently comes from other firms and
108
entrepreneurs.
A&O Portland, 
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Nike’s presence has played a huge role in the A&O sector’s success regionally. Its scale
and economic impact are key drivers for the local economy. Nike attracts skilled workers,
develops their expertise, and then those employees go to work for other companies or
109
create spin-off businesses, thus adding to the cluster.
The A&O industry in Portland continues to grow and attract new companies (e.g.Keen,
Yakima, Merrell) due to the sizeable talent pool, supplier/network infrastructure, and
110
lifestyle. An important aspect of the A&O industry’s success is attributed to the lifestyle
Portland affords, as Oregon boasts a multitude of outdoor recreation options and
possesses a strong culture of environmental sustainability, which allows employees to
live and work in a region which aligns with their values. These factors play into talent
acquisition and retention.
While the A&O industry is the dominant apparel industry in Portland, there is also a
thriving fashion scene which has gained notable attention and should not be overlooked.
The mayor of Portland has recognized Fashion NXT as the official fashion week of the
111
city, which showcases the city’s designers and lifestyle brands. 
Additionally, in 2010 the
Portland Garment Factory was created in response to a lack of local infrastructure and is
112
aimed at filling the need for patterning, fabric cutting, and sewing for local designers.
While they largely serve independent designers, Nike, Adidas, and Levi’s have all sought
their prototype services as well.
In 2010, the Portland Economic Development Commission set out to invest in the
activewear industry and identified it as one of five key local industries. While
policymakers have included activewear in their strategic initiatives, some argue that the
local fashion industry is excluded from these resources and largely ignored by civic
113
leaders. According to a panel of fashion industry experts convened by the 
Portland
Business Journal
key barriers to further apparel industry expansion remain:
➔ A lack of understanding about the apparel business and its unique needs among
both policymakers and private sector investors.
➔ A lack of access to capital. The apparel industry is cash-intensive with long lead
times between design and sale, which requires patience from investors who are
often eager to see return on investment.
➔ Limited networking opportunities, which creates a divided industry and precludes
young businesses and entrepreneurs from thriving.
➔ A lack of supply chain infrastructure to place small batch orders (under 500 units),
which limits what small businesses can produce.
➔ Limited availability of textiles and materials.
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Niche Markets
Portland is home to the highest concentration of A&O companies in the United States,
ranging from large companies (such as Nike, Adidas, and Columbia) to hundreds of
114
emerging small to medium companies. While the industry historically has largely been
driven by Nike and its predecessors, many employees who once worked for these larger
firms have moved on to create their own independent brands or offshoot companies,
which are include fashion apparel brands as well as crossover markets, such as outdoor
gear. Most of the products in the A&O industry are created for recreational use and are
114
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designed for function, performance, and style. The central focus of the industry in
Portland is on athletic shoes, hiking boots, and activewear.
A large part of the A&O industry is attributed to footwear, with Portland holding the
highest location quotient, or industry concentration, of footwear distribution and
115
manufacturing in the nation. While most firms manufacture abroad, Danner boots has
been manufacturing locally since 1932 and caters to those seeking the “Made in USA”
label.
Another Portland stalwart and “Made in USA” brand is Pendleton. Known for its blankets
and woolen goods, this company is one of the few woolen mills in operation in the
United States today.

Size of Industry
As of 2013, the A&O cluster in Oregon had an export value of $426.8 million, 438 firms,
116
and sales of nearly $6 billion. As illustrated in the figure below, distribution &
eCommerce, IT and education are the predominant industries in Portland; however,
footwear does make it in the top seven clusters, demonstrating the strength of the
industry in the region. The footwear and apparel industries are rely upon distribution &
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eCommerce and marketing services, so this portfolio of economic clusters is
complementary.

Infrastructure
A&O firms in Portland do not cite any major differing operating costs between Portland
and other cities, though they do cite the lower cost of living for employees as a major
117
benefit. Commercial land lease rates in Portland are on par with the national average
in other metropolitan areas.118 Additionally, companies are not limited in space and can
spread into the outskirts of the city or even neighboring counties.
Most of the supply chain represented in Portland is in the high-value sector, such as
design, marketing, finance, logistics, and management. While much of the industry
creates and markets products, most of the large firms produce and manufacture
117
118
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offshore, relying heavily on companies in Asia. One exception is for small or medium
firms who manufacture high-value products locally, such as Danner boots and other
custom footwear manufacturers serving consumers looking for “Made in USA” label.
Another exception is for brands like Nike and Keen, who manufacture some of their
120
shoes locally to protect intellectual property rights. Gaps in the local supply chain
include cut and sew contractors, skilled laborers matching niche needs, and the ability to
121
produce small batch runs.

Labor
The local talent base has been an essential factor to the growth and success of the
apparel industry in Portland. The A&O industry labor market alone employs over 14,000
people statewide, in addition to approximately 3,200 self-employed individuals. Since
A&O jobs tend to be in the high-value section of the supply chain, reported wages are
high. In 2012, the total payroll for the A&O industry alone was over $1.5 billion, and the
122
average employee wage was $108,000, which is likely skewed by top executive pay.

Training
Most of the educational opportunities in the apparel and sewn goods industry focuses on
the design and business end, which is consistent with the local supply chain
infrastructure present. Notable programs include the Portland Fashion Institute, which is
known for its Fashion Forward program for new designers and a series of Business of
Apparel classes; the Art Institute of Portland- specializing in apparel design; Portland
State University, which launched a Athletic and Outdoor Industry Certificate designed to
meet the needs of local firms; and Portland Community College’s fashion design
program.

Funding/Resources
Portland’s industry has been supported by both private and public resources. As noted in
the case “Spotlight: Portland Economic Development Strategy”, the Portland
Development Commission has identified the A&O cluster as a target industry to develop.
The PDC has provided a great deal of industry support, including dedicating $50,000 to
startup costs for a design center and additional matching grants to support
environmental sustainability initiatives. The PDC also offers a number of other grants and
incentives for businesses. 123
Business Oregon, a state economic development agency, promotes the retention and
expansion of existing Oregon businesses by: assisting businesses with access to working
capital and direct loan programs; offering small matching grants to help get Oregon’s
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businesses into global markets; providing financing to extend and upgrade physical
infrastructure; and assisting with workforce development.124
Fashion Nxt, the annual fashion show, sponsors include a mix of private and nonprofit
sources: Wells Fargo, Lexus, Portland Development Commission, MercyCorps Northwest,
and other private sponsors.

Conclusion
Of all the cases, Portland’s sewn goods industry is the most similar to Seattle’s in terms of
niche markets (quality outdoor apparel), industry size, and workforce demographics-talent drawn to the hybrid urban/environmental lifestyle. The two cities also share similar
challenges, like a lack of skilled sewers and difficulty sourcing materials and textiles.
Portland, however, has developed a strong roadmap to growth with actionable steps
based on public-private partnerships, which could serve as an example for Seattle.
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SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Seattle is a well known hub for biotech, aerospace, and tech
industries, but the Emerald City also boasts a strong outdoor
and fashion apparel industry. Seattle ranks fourth (behind
New York City, Los Angeles and San Francisco) in the
concentration of fashion and apparel designers and third in
concentration of sewing machine operators (behind Los
Angeles and New York City).125 While Seattle may not have
large garment districts, such as those found in Los Angeles
and New York City, there is still a strong apparel and sewn
goods cluster, which contributes more than $6.7 billion in
revenues to the local economy.126 One key contributor to
Seattle’s outdoor and apparel cluster is the location,
specifically the port, which facilitates the flow of goods
between Asia and the United States. There are, however, a
number of businesses, such as Filson, Seattle’s legacy
outdoor brand, committed to manufacturing their products locally.

History
Seattle’s sewn goods and apparel industry dates back to 1897, when Clinton Filson
established C.C. Filson’s Pioneer Alaska Clothing and Blanket Manufacturers (now known
as Filson), to meet the needs of gold rush prospectors passing through the region on
their way to Alaska. Filson supplied them with rugged clothing, blankets, boots, and
sleeping bags suitable for the frigid conditions of the north. Eventually the company
expanded and began to manufacture a variety of outdoor gear aimed to serve the needs

BLS, “Occupational Employment and Wages,” May 2015, accessed March 20, 2016,
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of hunters, fishers, and loggers.127 Eddie Bauer was established soon after in 1920 adding
to the outdoor gear and apparel cluster.
While Filson and Eddie Bauer established Seattle’s outdoor apparel industry, the Seattle
fashion industry really started in 1973 with the creation of Brittania, a successful jean
company that sold 30 million pairs per year. While the label is currently unused, Brittania
left a legacy in the Seattle apparel industry, with many Brittania alumni creating
successful spin-off companies, such as Tommy Bahama.128
These brands benefitted greatly from the presence of large Seattle-based retailers, such
as Nordstrom, which caters to upscale fashion clientele, and REI, an outdoor gear and
apparel company. Both Nordstrom and REI have begun to create in-house brands and
apparel. Nordstrom employs over 300 people in their product development group and
REI has been increasing their private label gear and apparel offerings since 2007.129
While these companies do not manufacture locally, their presence contributes greatly to
the local fashion and apparel cluster.
An additional contributor to the Seattle fashion and apparel eco-system includes the
Seattle Fashion Week Foundation-- which runs Seattle Fashion Week, monthly designer
workshops, networking nights, model castings, and quarterly fashion shows-- aims to
provide educational resources for designers, as well as facilitate connections between
designers and buyers.

Niche Markets
Though many may associate Seattle apparel with the grunge scene, the industry is quite
diverse, catering to a range of consumers, from mountaineers seeking rugged outerwear
to fashion forward clientele seeking stylish pieces from independent labels. The local
sewn goods industry goes beyond apparel as well, with local companies like Swift
Industries tapping into the prominent bicycle culture by designing and manufacturing
high-quality bicycle bags.
Similar to Portland, a large part of Seattle’s sewn goods economy can be attributed to
outdoor recreation and apparel brands catering to the Pacific Northwest culture, which
celebrates the natural environment and an active lifestyle. Anchor outdoor companies
include REI, Eddie Bauer, Filson, and Outdoor Research.
Seattle is also home to large fashion retailers, such as Nordstrom, as well as 500-700
fashion headquarters130 ranging from independent brands like Prairie Underground to
internationally recognized haute couture designers, such as Luly Yang.
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Size of Industry
According to the Economic Development Council of Seattle & King County, the region’s
fashion industry alone supports upwards of 45,000 jobs and generates an estimated $13
billion in revenue. Statewide assessments estimate that the industry generates a total of
51,700 jobs and nearly $17 billion in state revenue.131 The apparel industry in Seattle
ranks 21st in the nation and has an apparel manufacturing location quotient of .88,
which means the city falls under the national average in terms of concentration of jobs
in this industry. The major economic clusters in Seattle are IT, aerospace & defence, and
marketing – all fields which could be leveraged to support the sewn goods industry.

“Outdoor & Recreation, Fashion & Apparel,” EDC, accessed March 18 2016,
http://www.edc-seaking.org/catalog/industry-clusters/outdoor-and-recreation-fashion-and-apparel.
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Infrastructure
Since the majority of fashion and apparel employment in Seattle is dedicated to
high-value chain sectors, such as design, merchandising, and retail, there is limited
manufacturing present. Consistent with other cities, many companies design locally, but
manufacture offshore. There are, however, a number of brands dedicated to creating
some, if not all, of their product locally (e.g. Filson, Outdoor Recreation, and a number of
Seattle Made businesses). One manufacturing constraint cited by haute couture designer
Luly Yang is Seattle’s limited availability of textiles and accessories, which means
materials must be shipped, adding to product cost.132 Many designers source their fabrics
and supplies from other cities, such as Los Angeles.
While commercial land lease rates in Seattle are slightly above the national average, it is
considered one of the top six nationwide markets to watch by real estate analysts who
cite the city's diverse industry base and strong economic outlook as a major strength.133

Labor
Seattle has a highly educated workforce with over 56 percent of the population (25 years
and older) holding a bachelor’s degree or higher.134 Seattle has high workforce
participation rate, with unemployment hovering at 4.8 percent. The city has also
established a multi-step minimum wage law, which will set minimum wage at $15 per
hour by 2021. Local economists are tracking the potential impact this new minimum
wage may have on the workforce and business.135 Of the 45,000 estimated jobs in
Seattle’s apparel industry, approximately 3,100 are self-employed fashion designers.
According to the Employment Security Department of Washington State, of the sewn
goods manufacturing workforce, there are an estimated 2,421 sewing machine
operators, with an average hourly wage of $14.43 and an average annual wage of
$30,000.

Training
Due to the concentration of high-value chain jobs in Seattle’s apparel industry, most of
the local programs cater to design and retail roles. Seattle Pacific University and the
Seattle Art Institute offer a programs in Apparel Design, Merchandising, and Marketing.
Seattle Central College runs the School of Apparel Design & Development, which focuses
on technical skills for apparel design and development. Additionally, while not located in
Moira Macdonald, “Seattle designer Luly Yang takes couture to creative new levels,” 
Seattle Times
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Seattle, Washington State University in Pullman offers comprehensive Bachelor’s and
Master’s programs in Apparel, Design, Design & Textiles.
In response to a lack of skilled sewers to meet local demand, Muses, a local non-profit
“conscious fashion studio,” set out to bridge the gap by establishing a training program
designed specifically with low-income immigrant and refugee populations in mind. Muses
aims to equip their trainees with the skills needed to meet local apparel manufacturing
and designer needs.

Support
The sewn goods industry in Seattle has yet to see the level of public or private investment
that the other cities in this study have received. The City of Seattle’s Office of Economic
Development offers a number of grants for small businesses, including sustainability
efforts, however, the city has yet to create a concerted effort for investment in or
development of the sewn goods industry.
The Economic Development Council (EDC) of Seattle & King County, a public-private
partnership, has identified the outdoor recreation and fashion and apparel industry as
one of the area’s eight key clusters and offers a number of advisory resources for
business creation, retention, and expansion.136 Services include access to financing
organizations, connections to incubators & accelerators, tax research and incentives, and
workforce information.
Fortunately, Seattle has a strong philanthropic nonprofit sector to tap into as well as a
small number of angel investors; however, entrepreneurs and businesses have to be
fairly proactive in obtaining this kind of funding. 137 Recently, Evrnu, a new Seattle textile
recycling startup, received $1.2 million in convertible notes from angel investors.138 This
type of company is an excellent example of sewn goods products interfacing with
Seattle’s tech industry and sustainable culture.

Conclusion
Though the Economic Development Council (EDC) of Seattle & King County has identified
the Outdoor Recreation and Fashion and Apparel industry as one of the area’s eight key
clusters, it is unclear what local resources have gone towards investing in the sector. The
EDC acknowledges that Seattle is in a unique position to continue to develop this cluster
based on the city’s advantageous proximity to Asia and local technology company assets,
which can aid with anything from design to order fulfillment. However, the city lacks a
comprehensive roadmap with actionable steps specifically designed for the outdoor and
fashion apparel cluster.139
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The March 28 workshop demonstrated an overwhelming amount of support and
enthusiasm from private, nonprofit, and public stakeholders in the local sewn goods
industry. During two small group and collective brainstorming sessions, we asked
participants to identify key challenges, specific needs, and ideas for how to revitalize the
industry. The results of these discussions, extracted from the written notes of group
facilitators, are summarized below. Based on these conversations, as well as findings
from the previous chapter, we have identified the main obstacles facing the industry in
Seattle. We will discuss potential solutions and resources to support these new ideas in
Chapter 7: Recommendations and Next Steps.

Barriers
Industry Environment
Almost every group cited industry secrecy as a key barrier to new and existing sewn
goods businesses. This unwillingness to share personal knowledge and connections is
due in part to a desire to protect one’s business from competition, as well as to maintain
a good relationship with hard-won contacts. Unfortunately, this means that creating a
sewn goods business from scratch is particularly difficult in Seattle. Current directories
and sourcing books, such as Maker’s Row and Fashion Dex, are “too overwhelming” and
the services are not tailored to service producers in Seattle.
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Three groups also expressed the opinion that the City of Seattle has not done enough to
support or promote the local sewn goods industry, and that more concrete commitment
is needed. Another group brought up the challenge of the “fast fashion” cycle and a lack
of consumer awareness about quality and the true cost of producing apparel. In order to
sell local, ethically made products, producers and retailers need niche consumers who
are educated and willing to pay higher prices for these goods.

Equipment & Infrastructure
Difficulty in finding specialty machinery was the most commonly cited obstacle related to
equipment. One facilitator reported that among her group there was “a general feeling
that many [product] lines are based on the equipment available [locally] rather than
driven by design and creativity.” These missing specializations include machinery and
facilities for dyeing, washing denim, glued seams, and laser cutting. Most of these tasks
are currently sent to Los Angeles or abroad, where the resources are readily available.
Specifically, one denim designer described how he sends his denim to a state-of-the-art
facility in Mexico for production at a reasonable price; the rest of his product line is
manufactured in Seattle.
For the machinery that is available locally, much of it is aging – as are the few experts
who know how to use and maintain them. Other challenges include finding space that is
zoned for manufacturing as well as local materials sourcing. The latter is a problem
across the US, and even in Los Angeles producers must often resort to “nearshoring”
materials from Mexico or the East Coast.

Workforce
A lack of technical labor, specifically individuals knowledgeable about machinery and
mechanics, is seen as a problem that will only worsen if not addressed. Workshop
participants proposed several potential explanations for this trend, including family
businesses with aging employees, a lack of companies to recruit and train the future
workforce, and a stigma surrounding the sewing profession. Although there are many
designers in Seattle, very few people are joining the sewing workforce, particularly to do
sample sewing. One participant believed that “young people are not eager to sew,” while
others thought that sewing may be stigmatized within immigrant populations due to the
poor conditions and wages of sewing facilities abroad.
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The struggle to find labor is connected to the lack of an employment pipeline and
underinvestment in training and education programs. Of the apparel-related programs
on offer in Seattle, many emphasize design and marketing rather than technical skills.
This places a heavy burden on the current workforce, leading to a capacity and
dependability problem among available sewers. Language barriers were also a frequently
mentioned concern, and many participants felt that training programs should
incorporate language education.

Cost
The cost of production is a major obstacle to producing locally, particularly for small
businesses. Producers need large order volumes to cover their costs, as do producers
and sellers of sewing machinery. The seasonal nature of the apparel industry means that
businesses experience an inconsistent flow of revenue throughout the year. Real estate
costs and warehouse space within the city limits is also very high and anticipated to
worsen. One producer stated: “[Producing in] New Jersey is still cheaper than producing
here, even with shipping [costs].” Interestingly, in a survey conducted by SGBN,
availability of services – not cost – was designers’ primary barrier to manufacturing
locally. Still, cost plays an important role.
The cost of living in Seattle places a burden on both employers and employees. Several
groups brought up the recent minimum wage regulations as a specific challenge to
keeping costs low. Although participants were ideologically in support of the increase,
they felt there was not enough support for them to increase worker wages and still grow
their business. Meanwhile, the cost of living has pushed low-wage workers further from
the city center, creating longer commutes and making it harder for producers to recruit
new sewers.
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Needs
Based on these key challenges, the groups came up with some general requirements
that need to be met if Seattle is to revitalize its sewn goods economy. The prioritized
needs were:

Vision for the Future
Workshop participants were very vocal about the need for better funding, infrastructure,
and communication within the local sewn goods industry. We specifically asked them to
visualize solutions for the future, which are aggregated on the next page. The most
popular ideas, suggested by three groups or more, are bolded. Some sort of online hub
or other network for local resources was the most popular idea, proposed by every
group during the collective discussion.
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Funding & Resources

Infrastructure

Education & Training

·
Partnerships with:

·
City of Seattle

·
Seattle Metropolitan

Chamber of Commerce
·
Puget Sound Regional

Council
·
Development council for

the industry (“centralized
advocacy entity”)
·
Online directory or hub

of local resources
·
Training and equipment

grants
·
Tax incentives for small

producers, or education
about such initiatives
·
Program to help

businesses find investors
·
Official trade

organization or
professional association
·
Support system for new

makers/entrepreneurs
·
Cooperative or collective

group of apparel workers,
including contract and
profit sharing
·
Agreements from anchor

institutions (like
Nordstrom or REI) to
commit to producing one
line locally
·
Annual conference or

other opportunities to
meet face-to-face

·
Dedicated or shared

workspace, including:
·
Sample production

·
Product development

·
State-of-the-art

machinery
·
Raw material

warehousing, including
leftover fabric
·
Distribution, packing,

and warehousing of
finished goods
·
Loading space for trucks

·
Childcare and

transportation
·
Healthcare coverage for

sewers
·
Zoned for manufacturing

·
Sample sewing studio at

Muses, or employing
Muses students
·
Materials library/closed

loop source for reusing
and donating material
remnants
·
Physical garment district,

like in LA or NY
·
“Made in Seattle”

storefront that showcases
the industry and serves as
PR/education tool
·
Group wholesale

ordering/fabric
purchasing

·
Comprehensive

training program for
sewers, including:
·
Machine technology

·
Software

·
Language education

·
Professional behavior

·
Self-advocacy

·
Specific

factory/company needs
·
Partnerships with

community colleges
and/or trade schools for
machinery education
·
Certification program for

interns and apprentices
·
Temp agency with

floating workforce for
production runs
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New York City, Los Angeles, Detroit, Portland, and Seattle all have distinct economies and
a variety of influences contributing to their sewn goods industries. As discussed in
Chapter 2: Industry Overview, the sewn goods industry is a cluster economy, which is a
“geographic concentration of interconnected businesses, suppliers, and associated
institutions in a particular field.”140 Clusters essentially operate as an ecosystem— if one
aspect of the ecosystem, or supply chain is absent, weak, or particularly strong, it can
have a significant impact on the overall health of the cluster.
While the clustered nature of the industry makes it difficult to extract one single indicator
and make causal statements, we can discuss some of the standout commonalities,
differences, and inspiring models among the cities, with an emphasis on aspects feasible
for implementation in Seattle.
Below is a simplified scorecard indicating where each city stands within each industry
element. Each element falls within a case study category and is discussed further on the
next page.

140
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Sewn Goods Industry Scorecard
New

Industry Element
Anchor Institutions
Niche Market Promotion
Ranking &
Location Quotient
Industrial Space Price &
Availability
Supply Chain
Infrastructure
Garment Districts
Incubator
Labor & Training
Educational
Partnerships
Public Financial Support
Private Financial Support

York

Los

City

Angeles

Detroit

Portland Seattle

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✓

✔

✔

✓

✓

✓

✖

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✖

✓

✔

✔

✓

✖

✖

✔

✓

✔

✓

✖

✔

✔

✓

✓

✓

✔

✖

✔

✔

✓

✔

✓

✔

✓

✓

✔

✔

✔

✓

✓

Key:

✔

Yes/ Good
Some/ In progress/

✓

Room for Improvement

✖

No/ Not great
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History
All of the cities studied, including Seattle, have long-standing 
anchor institutions
and
companies that have helped pave the way for cluster development. These companies
attract, train, and develop talent who move on to create their own businesses, thus
expanding the cluster.

Niche Markets
All cities have unique 
niche markets
and tap into linked industries for business. New
York City and Los Angeles are so large and established that they don’t need to actively
promote their niches, but Detroit and Portland, which have smaller markets, make a
concerted effort to market and promote their sewn goods identities. While Seattle
certainly has a strong concentration of sewn goods businesses, it could benefit from a
stronger ‘niche’ identity and strengthened relationships with other local industries.
➔ New York City 
- High-end fashion, luxury items, benefits from proximity to major
fashion magazines and innovative online retailers
➔ Los Angeles 
- Fast-fashion, premium denim, serves the Hollywood film and TV
industry
➔ Detroit
- Durable clothing for industrial jobs, leather, lifestyle brands, taps into
“Detroit Made” brand
➔ Portland
- Footwear, Athletic & Outdoor, sustainable apparel, industry identifies
with the outdoor culture and natural Pacific Northwest environment
➔ Seattle
- Outdoor recreation industry, strong presence of independent designers,
potential to tap into technology and aerospace industries, potential to be a leader
in sustainable sewn goods, ethical fashion, and “Made in Seattle” brands

Size of Industry
Apparel industry city 
rankings
, which are based largely upon US Bureau of Labor
Statistics,
confirm that Los Angeles and New York City have enormous industries, coming

in at number one and two, respectively. Meanwhile, Seattle ranks 21st, Portland is 30th,
and Detroit is 49th in the nation. Notably, Los Angeles has an apparel manufacturing
location quotient
(an indicator of cluster concentration) of 10.03, which means that the
city has 10 times the national average of apparel manufacturing employees. New York
City has over two times the national average, while Detroit, Portland, and Seattle have
slightly under the national average. These figures give us insight into each city’s cluster
concentration and may help explain why New York City and Los Angeles have invested so
much in their sewn goods industries since it makes up a larger part of their overall
economy.
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Infrastructure
A key aspect to industry growth is 
available industrial space
. Detroit, Portland, Los
Angeles, and Seattle all fare decently well in this area compared to New York City, which
is space constrained and has high lease rates. Detroit hopes to attract manufacturing
business from New York City companies fleeing the city’s high lease rates.
Due to the size of their industries, New York City and Los Angeles have fairly
comprehensive 
supply chain infrastructure
. For a growing industry, Detroit surprisingly
has strong infrastructure, including raw materials and textile mills. Portland and Seattle
both report lack of access to textiles, materials, and skilled sewers, which can be
remedied through educational programs and cluster development.
Only New York City and Los Angeles have full 
garment districts
, essential hubs of
innovation and entrepreneurship where textiles, seamstresses, manufacturers and
wholesalers can all be found within blocks of each other. While Detroit is attempting to
establish a Garment District, there is evidence that 
incubators & business accelerators
can partially fill that role, or at least minimize the challenges of establishing a start-up
business by connecting entrepreneurs with wholesalers, machinery, and business
assistance. Detroit and New York City both have incubators, while Portland has one in
development. Seattle does not currently have an incubator or centralized mechanism by
which to support entrepreneurs in the sewn goods industry, which makes it
exponentially more challenging for independent designers and small brands to launch
and sustain successful businesses.

Labor & Training
Portland, Detroit, and Seattle cite a
lack of trained sewers
to meet local demand. All
three cities have responded by creating 
industry/educational partnerships
and
training programs tailored to local industry needs. Detroit’s program is exceptional as
they have a established a statewide Industrial Sewing Certificate with plans to expand the
curriculum, adding patternmaking and sewing machine repair so students can obtain
their Journeyman’s card and demand higher salaries.141 This type of program is replicable
and could be implemented in Seattle.

Support
Industry support varies widely among cities, with New York City and Los Angeles
receiving large public and private investments, likely due to the prominence of the
industries in their local economies. New York City received the strongest 
public financial
investment
, with the city dedicating multi-millions to grant funding, training programs,
and manufacturing incentives. New York City also received $500,000 in 
private financial
investments
from a retail brand to support design and manufacturing. Seattle’s sewn
141

Offman (2015).
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goods industry is much smaller than that of New York City or Los Angeles, so it is unlikely
that the city would see investment of the same level, however, LA and NYC provide
strong examples of what is possible with private and public investors and partnerships.
While Detroit has the smallest sewn goods industry among all the cities, the industry has
benefited greatly from the influx of both public and private investments aimed at
citywide economic recovery. While the exact amount could not be quantified, there have
been unprecedented private and venture capital investments, in addition to
philanthropic fundraising efforts aimed at developing the workforce, supporting small
businesses, and revitalizing the city. Detroit’s economic situation (recovering from
bankruptcy) is unique, so the revitalization efforts are not quite replicable in Seattle.
However, Seattle does have a strong philanthropic presence to tap into, in addition to
economic development support.
In Portland, the Portland Development Commission earmarked $1.1 million in River
District Urban Renewal Area funds for a building improvement loan and invested $50,000
in an apparel design center for the city. If Seattle pursues a sewn goods incubator or
shared workspace, Portland provides a good model for public infrastructure investment.
The next chapter will further synthesize this analysis and apply replicable models to
specific recommendations and next steps.
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With evidence of companies increasingly choosing to reshore production, Seattle has an
opportunity take advantage of this shift. By investing infrastructure now, the city can
meet future demand, create space for cluster development, and generate new jobs.
Seattle’s strengths include the presence of many facets of a strong sewn goods
ecosystem, including independent designers, anchor institution brands, contractors, and
wholesalers. There is also a potential for partnership with other strong industries that
rely on manufacturing and innovation, such as aerospace and technology. Finally, Seattle
is home to a growing population of conscious consumers who desire products that are
ethically and sustainably made. Together, these factors position Seattle create a thriving
sewn goods industry that supports employment in the Duwamish region and meets the
needs of local producers and consumers.

Recommendations
Based on case study findings and workshop discussion, there are several concrete steps
that SGBN can take to begin revitalization.
1. Seek commitment and involvement from 
City leadership
to support the sewn
goods industry.
New York City and Portland have provided exemplary support for their cities’ apparel
manufacturing sectors. By involving the public sector, SGBN can show businesses and
investors that Seattle takes revitalization of the sewn goods industry seriously. Support
could take the form of financial support for training programs, grants for small sewn
goods producers, or donation of manufacturing space.
2. Collaborate on a 
marketable brand or niche
for Seattle manufacturing.
With an emphasis on sustainability and equitable labor practices, Seattle can make a
name for itself as a source of high-quality sewn goods products. Each city we studied is
known for a particular type of product, and Seattle could do the same. Formalizing a
niche market in outdoor apparel or wearable technology builds upon existing
institutions in Seattle. This could be marketed through Seattle Made and/or a physical
storefront.
3. Foster 
connections and open communication
within the sewn goods industry.
Opportunities for networking and sharing information were one of the most popular
requests by workshop participants. In other cities, professional associations and
physical garment districts allow industry members to easily communicate with one
another and make contacts. Creating a shared directory that members pay to access
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would entrepreneurs find the services they need while protecting industry knowledge.
Workshop participants also requested an annual conference for Seattle stakeholders.
4. Create a 
shared production space
and resource hub for entrepreneurs.
In New York and Detroit, as well as other cities around the country, fashion incubators
are changing the way sewn goods are manufactured. Seattle could follow a similar
model by creating a physical space with shared machinery, business support, product
development, and a textile library where sewers and designers can work together. This
space would provide sewers with job flexibility and the discretion to choose projects.

5. Assist businesses in identifying available 
funding opportunities
and access to
capital.
Small companies cited lack of funding resources as a major challenge during the
workshop discussions. Sewn goods designers and manufacturers need a centralized
resource for finding business support, grant opportunities, and connection to investors
in order to help their business survive and grow.
6. Identify 
gap financing
and a viable model for small production runs.
The seasonal nature of the fashion industry inhibits steady income for small producers.
This can be addressed through grants to support slow season production or through a
system to place group wholesale or fabric orders.
7. Develop 
partnerships with local colleges and nonprofit organizations
to
create an industrial sewing certificate program.
In addition to expanding Muses’ training capacity, Seattle can increase its
manufacturing workforce by partnering with existing academic institutions. Seattle
Colleges already offer technical training for design and apparel development. This
could be expanded into an official certificate program, as exemplified by Detroit. Such
a program could cater to the technical needs of local employers interested in a
partnership, such as Filson or Outdoor Research. This would provide professional
development for sewers as well as train a new generation of employees to meet the
demands of local manufacturers.
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Resources
In order to enact this recommendations, SGBN will need infrastructure and financial
support. The following section describes just some of the resources available to make
this vision of a revitalized sewn goods industry into a reality.

Partnership Opportunities
Seattle has a wealth of public, nonprofit, and private organizations with unique expertise
and resources. An effective partnership could bolster the industry through grant funding,
investment, advocacy, infrastructure provision, training and education, and mentorship.
Potential public partners include the Office of Economic Development, the Department
of Neighborhoods (which has already partnered with SGBN on the first stage of this
project), the Seattle Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce, the Port of Seattle, and the
Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC).
In addition to government departments, the sewn goods industry would greatly benefit
from a partnership with educational institutions such as Seattle Central Community
College, the University of Washington, Washington State University, or other trade
schools and colleges. Other potential partners include SkillUp Washington, a nonprofit
142
organization that connects employers, post-secondary training, and low-income adults.
Anchor retail institutions such as Nordstrom and REI also offer significant potential for
investment or commitment to some degree of local production. Both companies have
philanthropic offices and have invested significantly in the community and local
economy. Environmental stewardship is of particular importance to both.

Funding Opportunities
If SGBN and Muses are to move forward and develop any of the ideas generated from
the workshop, funding is critical. Below are just some of the available grant opportunities
available to fund an incubator, sewn goods collective, or individual small businesses.

Local Government
➔ Duwamish River Opportunity Fund:
Funding from DROF supported this phase
of SGBN’s sewn goods project. This grant, administered by the Seattle Department
of Neighborhoods, recently closed a third round of funding for projects that
support economic development in the Duwamish. The most recent round will
allocate $250,000 to DROF projects.
➔ Only in Seattle:
This opportunity is a partnership between the OED, Seattle
Investment Fund LLC, the Seattle Department of Transportation, the Seattle
Department of Neighborhoods, and the Seattle Office of Arts and Culture. It
provides approximately $1.6 million to business districts in five strategy areas,
142

“Our Work,” SkillUp Washington, accessed April 5, 2016, http://skillupwa.org/.
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including business and retail development. The grant is divided into five tiers,
beginning with Action Plan Grants and Business Improvement Areas Consultation.
Funding is provided for one year with a potential for further investment.

Federal Government
➔ Community Economic Development:
This federal grant is administered by the
Office of Community Services within the US Department of Health and Human
Services. It funds “Community Development Corporations that address the
economic needs of low-income individuals and families through the creation of
sustainable business development and employment opportunities,” including
144
business incubators.
➔ Make It In America Challenge: 
The US Economic Development Administration
(EDA) awards up to 15 businesses that are accelerating job creation by re-shoring
145
production. Awards are available for non-profit organizations, institutions of
higher learning, and cities and states. Projects must be located in a region with
high unemployment or low per capita income.
➔ Investing in Manufacturing Communities Partnership:
Another EDA initiative,
this partnership rewards best practices in American manufacturing by local
communities. Winning proposals demonstrate “regional cooperation through a
consortium of public and private partners” and remain designated for two years.
146

Nonprofit
➔ Social Venture Partners (SVP):
This local philanthropic organization administers
grants to established nonprofits that are registered as 501(c)3 organizations. SVP
147
is committed to funding nonprofits and investing in “collaborative solutions.”
Grant recipients can receive up to four years of unrestricted funding and must be
focused on the environment, kindergarten readiness, or K-12 education.
Environmentally sustainable garment production would likely meet these
requirements.
➔ Job Skills Program (JSP):
Impact Washington, a nonprofit organization that
supports Washington manufacturers, administers this program to “develop the
skills of new or existing workers, retain and grow living wage jobs, and help
companies improve their competitiveness to strengthen Washington’s economy.”
148
JSP awards dollar-for-dollar matching grants to help economically
“Program Description,” Seattle OED, accessed April 5, 2016, https://soed.cgweb.org/page.php?id=218.
“Community Economic Development (CED),” US DHHS, accessed April 5, 2016,
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/ocs/programs/ced/about.
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disadvantaged communities and create new business or industry clusters. Impact
Washington also provides a directory of “Made in Washington” businesses.
➔ Seattle Foundation:
The Seattle Foundation is a philanthropic organization that
149
manages almost $1 billion in investments in local projects. Although there are
no current grants specific to manufacturing or economic development, the
foundation supports a variety of organizations through various funding
opportunities throughout the year.

Private
➔ Boeing:
Boeing’s Corporate Citizenship program aims to “promote sustainable
growth and systemic, lasting change in the communities where our employees
150
and their families live and work.” They award grants in a variety of categories
such as health and human services, with the specific goal of “workforce
151
development and job training in high-demand sectors such as manufacturing.”
➔ Walmart US Manufacturing Innovation Award:
The Walmart Foundation
recently recently launched this fund to support domestic manufacturing and
employment. The program aims to administer $10 million in grants over five years
152
and is open to public universities and 501(c)3 organizations. The award
specifically seeks projects that address weaving, fabric dyeing, and cut and sew. All
five recipients from last year’s round of funding were public universities.
➔ H&M Global Change Award:
According to the H&M Foundation, the Global
Change Award is an innovation challenge “looking for disruptive ideas that can
shape the future of how fashion is designed and produced, shipped, bought, used
153
and recycled.” Five winners share a €1 million award. Although a Seattle-based
incubator may not be eligible for this funding, the competition could provide
inspiration for the local industry.
➔ The Kresge Foundation:
This private foundation provides grants nation-wide to
support a variety of programs, including those related to arts and culture, the
environment, and human services. Kresge approved $125.2 million in grants in
2015 and has $91.3 million in active social investments.154 Fourteen Seattle-based
projects have received Kresge funding since 2009.155

Other Resources
➔ Office of Labor Standards: 
This department was created “to increase equity and
156
establish a fair and healthy economy for workers, businesses and residents.”
“Seattle Foundation,” Seattle Foundation, accessed April 5, 2016, http://new.seattlefoundation.org/.
Boeing Corporate Citizenship, “2016 Washington State - Local Grantmaking Guidelines,” accessed April 5, 2016,
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Their office provides resources for employers and workers, including information
on the minimum wage and wage theft.
➔ Economic Development Council of Seattle & King County:
The EDC provides a
number of advisory resources for the creation, retention, and expansion of
businesses. These services include access to financing organizations, connections
to incubators and accelerators, tax research and incentives, small business
counseling, and workforce information.
➔ Citywide Business Advocacy Team:
This interdisciplinary group consists of
members from many city departments, including the OED, DPD, DON, Office of
Arts and Culture, Seattle Department of Transportation, and Seattle Public
157
Utilities. Members of the team are available to local businesses to assist with
any standard city process.
➔ Environmental Coalition of South Seattle (ECOSS):
ECOSS is a nonprofit
organization founded in the Duwamish neighborhood with the goal of creating a
healthy environment through technical support and education to Puget Sound
businesses. ECOSS offers consulting services to help businesses implement
environmentally sustainable practices, including energy and water conservation,
158
waste reduction, and transportation.

Areas for Further Research
➔ Seattle industry data.
Neither the City of Seattle nor BLS collect data on sewn
goods labor that is detailed enough to give a full picture of the city’s industry.
More comprehensive research is needed, particularly to quantify the number of
freelance or self-employed designers and sewers. Wage data is also challenging to
find, particularly for sewers who may be paid under the table.
➔ Incubator models and demand.
Despite evidence of dozens of fashion
accelerators and incubators nationwide, few have been able to sustain business. It
would be helpful to conduct interviews to determine what factors contributed to
these incubators successes or failures. Additional targeted research is also needed
to assess the demand for an incubator in Seattle, particularly from sewers.
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Appendix A: Place of Birth for the Foreign-Born Population
Source: US Census Bureau

Total
Europe
Northern Europe
United Kingdom
Ireland
Other Northern Europe
Western Europe
France
Germany
Other Western Europe
Southern Europe
Italy
Portugal
Other Southern Europe
Eastern Europe
Poland
Russia
Other Eastern Europe
Europe, n.e.c.
Asia
Eastern Asia
China
Japan
Korea
Other Eastern Asia
South Central Asia
India
Iran
Other South Central Asia
South Eastern Asia
Philippines
Vietnam
Other South Eastern Asia
Western Asia
Israel
Lebanon
Other Western Asia
Asia, n.e.c.
Africa
Eastern Africa
Northern Africa
Western Africa

Seattle, Washington
2014 Estimate
Margin of Error
120,791
+/-6,878
17,051
+/-2,581
5,494
+/-1,185
3,435
+/-934
675
+/-324
1,384
+/-566
4,101
+/-1,277
846
+/-609
2,162
+/-674
1,093
+/-648
917
+/-519
242
+/-234
0
+/-193
675
+/-450
6,539
+/-1,981
969
+/-919
1,988
+/-976
3,582
+/-1,063
0
+/-193
64,493
+/-4,860
26,028
+/-3,612
19,537
+/-3,126
2,874
+/-1,045
3,183
+/-1,039
434
+/-720
7,364
+/-2,314
5,394
+/-1,697
1,043
+/-1,268
927
+/-1,941
27,051
+/-3,780
10,182
+/-2,523
10,247
+/-2,340
6,622
+/-1,941
3,108
+/-1,336
506
+/-447
356
+/-352
2,246
+/-1,257
942
+/-1,140
16,635
+/-3,832
12,417
+/-3,319
1,133
+/-754
1,255
+/-828
78

Middle and Southern Africa
Africa, n.e.c.
Oceania
Australia & New Zealand Subregion
Oceania, n.e.c.
Americas
Latin America
Caribbean
Cuba
Jamaica
Other Caribbean
Central America
Mexico
El Salvador
Other Central America
South America
Brazil
Colombia
Other South America
Northern America
Canada

696
1,134
2,141
1,702
439
20,471
14,598
645
105
84
456
10,855
8,101
1,722
1,032
3,098
386
420
2,292
5,873
5,873

+/-419
+/-1,247
+/-800
+/-678
+/-394
+/-3,414
+/-3,198
+/-447
+/-152
+/-141
+/-362
+/-2,982
+/-2,763
+/-1,396
+/-551
+/-965
+/-272
+/-283
+/-896
+/-1,225
+/-1,225
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Appendix B: Sample Table Chart from Sewn Goods Workshop
Each workshop table was provided with a large poster feature the following categories.
Participants were asked to fill in which supply chain elements they could not find in
Seattle.
What are you missing?

Example: If you are having trouble finding textiles, write down what kind.

Retailers (with green/local message)

Trim Suppliers

Branded Manufacturers (with green/local
message)

Packing Materials

Contract Sewing Factories

Recycling Services

Product Development

Marketing Services

Die Cutting/Embroidery/Screen
Printing/Other Processing Services

Industry Software

Machine Sales & Repairs

Education & Training

Tools & Supplies

Labor Supplies

Other

Logistics

Textile Suppliers

Legal Services

Other

Other
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Appendix C: U.S. Cluster Mapping Codes159
Cluster Name

: Apparel

“Cluster by Cluster Definitions (Traded)” US Cluster Mapping, June 2014, accessed May 20, 2016,

http://www.clustermapping.us/sites/default/files/files/page/Traded%20Clusters%20Appendix.pdf.
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